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1. Executive Summary
1.1 2018-19 IA Plan Completion Overview

62%

5

% of Plan
Complete

Subject Matter
Specialists
Involved YTD

4

Deliverables
Issued In
Period

1

CCEP Calls
Under
Investigation

14

14

Findings
Raised in
Quarter

Findings
Raised YTD

6

8.7

Advisory
Findings Raised
in Quarter

Average
Satisfaction
Score YTD out
of 10

8

2019 Projects/
Deliverables
Outstanding

6

2019 Projects/
Deliverables
Completed

(2 responses YTD)

(Additional details provided in ‘Appendix A - Internal Audit Performance Dashboard’)

1.2 Proposed update to 2018-19 Internal Audit (IA) Plan
The approved Concerned Citizen/Employee Hotline Protocol (the “protocol”) guides the management and handling of inbound communications of
suspected frauds, waste and/or abuse of City assets from various sources. We reviewed the details of a complaint lodged on November 15, 2018. To
investigate the matter, a recommended motion is being proposed/requested to modify the 2018/19 internal audit plan (previously approved on June 4,
2018). Additional information regarding the allegation is available on page 12 (Appendix B) of this report.
Given that no unallocated effort remains for use in an investigation and in accordance with the Council approved Concerned Citizen and Employee
protocol (section 7), the Acting Chief Internal Auditor recommends that the internal audit plan for 2018-19 be amended as follows:
1.

a project is added such that the allegation under analysis is followed up on, assessed and reported to Executive Committee of Council, and

2. that the planned HR Recruiting Process and Retention Strategy internal audit project be deferred for future consideration.
The effort from the deferred project will be redirected to the allegation follow up work.

PwC
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Alternatively, the City may (1) retain the HR Recruiting Process and Retention Strategy audit in the 2018-19 Internal Audit Plan and (2) pay an additional
fee of $35,000 for the allegation follow up work (funding source to be determined).
Allegation Main Points
1.

Assessment approach

Form/content/scope of RFT/RFP/bid requests from initial
development potentially directs the work to specific parties

Evaluate the controls in place to prevent or detect instances of management
personnel overriding standard processes for preparing tender specifications
and relevant training/awareness controls by Purchasing.

2. Supply of material to contractors by the City is being provided free to
selected contractors who then a) use it on jobs which the supply was
not intended for or b) are charging back to the City.

Evaluate the controls in place to allow for City inventory to be accounted
for and, where (if) City inventory s provided to contractors this is accounted
for and properly recorded.

3. Some contractors (general and sub) are potentially not bonded and/or
general contractors are using subcontractor bonding when they have
none.

Consider the implications and related viability of the allegation that some
contractors (general and sub) are not bonded and/or general contractors
are using subcontractor bonding when they have no bond.

PwC
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2. Quarterly Report
2.1 During the quarter (October - December 2018)
We completed:
●

●

three internal audits for the 2018-19 IA plan:
○

Facilities Operations,

○

Social Media Strategy Assessment, and

○

Pursuit of Grant Funding.

the planning of two 2018-19 internal audit projects:
○

CHC Asset Management Housing Portfolio, and

○

Legislative and Emergency Management/Planning.

We administered:
●

the Concerned Citizen/Employee Hotline (call/email) where we processed one hang-up call (five last quarter), routed another eight messages to
management for consideration (12 last quarter) with one complaint under analysis,

●

the overall internal audit function, and

●

a proposed change to the 2018/19 IA plan.

We commenced:
●

PwC

fieldwork for
○

Legislative and Emergency Management/Planning , and

○

CHC Asset Management Housing Portfolio.
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2.2 In the coming quarter (January - March 2019)
We expect to continue:
●

administering the Concerned Citizen/Employee Hotline, and

●

planning of the annual past action plan validation exercise.

We expect to complete:
●

our annual meeting with external auditors,

●

meetings/introductions with new members of council,

●

fieldwork and reporting for two internal audit projects:
○

Legislative and Emergency Management/Planning, and

○

CHC Asset Management Housing Portfolio.

We expect to commence:
●

fieldwork and reporting of the 2018-19 IA plan “Management Action Plan Validation”,

●

planning and fieldwork of the 2018-19 internal audit projects:
○

Life Cycle costing & Asset Planning Methodology,

○

hotline complaint investigation as documented in section 1.2 above; and

development of the three year risk based internal audit plan .

●

(Additional details provided in ‘Appendix A - Internal Audit Performance Dashboard’)

2.3 Concerned Citizen and Employee Hotline Summary

In the quarter

Voicemail box
checked daily

# of
notifications
received

Yes

10

# of hang ups

# of handoffs
to
management

# of items
under
analysis

# of items
under
investigation

# of items
investigated

1

8

1

0

0

(Additional details provided in ‘Appendix B - C
 oncerned Citizen and Employee Hotline Status’)
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2.4 Internal Audit Summary
2.4.1 Facilities Operations
Scope and Objectives

Report Classification

For the scope period August 1, 2017 through July 31, 2018, Internal Audit evaluated the
processes and controls management had designed and placed into operations to attain the
following objectives:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Planning of required resources to support resource allocation decisions.
Periodic review of work order management, services and value to City’s goals.
Policies and procedures regarding work order management.
Work orders are processed, prioritized, timely completed, reviewed and closed.
Review of service backlog is performed and severity of backlogs is assessed.
Monitoring utilization of resources and responsiveness to changes in WO requests
Facility condition assessments are performed and deviations from standards are
reported.

Limited
Scope for
Improvement

No Major
Concerns

Cause for
Concern

Considerable
Cause for
Concern

Action Owner

Due Date

Control Design
Assessment
Control Operating
Effectiveness
Assessment

Summary of Findings: We noted a total of six findings and two considerations for improvement.
#

Topic

1

Define service standards and metrics to
evaluate performance

2

Enhance Management Discussions

3

Define clear documentation standard and
develop template

4

Periodic WO Aging Analysis

5

Design and implement Customer
Satisfaction Survey

6

Track Conditions and Building Condition
Assessments (BCA) periodically

Rating

Management Action

Staffing needs, and priorities assigned to work orders will be reviewed. SLA and
targets will be established along with performance metrics.

Sr. Manager of Facilities

Low

Data integrity checks for time recording will be conducted. Recoverable work
process will be analyzed and documented.

Manager, Assets & Projects
& Manager, FO

Q4 2019

Low

Template regarding criteria for pursuing/not pursuing capital work will be
developed as well as standard documentation procedures. Training will be
documented and training material & records will be centralized.

Manager, Assets & Projects
and Manager, FO

Q2 2019 to
Q4 2021

Moderate

Monthly review of work orders will be conducted. Aging analysis of work orders
will be performed quarterly.

Manager, Assets & Projects
and Manager, FO

Q4 2019

Low

A customer satisfaction survey will be conducted and will be sent out to internal
staff. Results will be reviewed and discussed amongst the Facilities management.

Sr. Manager of Facilities

Q4 2019

BCA’s will be completed for the remaining facilities and assessments will be
renewed every 5 years. A protocol for BCA’s on a 5 year cycle will be developed.

Sr. Manager of Facilities

Q4 2019

Significant

Moderate

Q4 2019 to
Q4 2020

(Additional details provided in ‘Appendix C - Facilities Operations Internal Audit Report’)
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2.4.2 Social Media Strategy Assessment
Scope and Objectives

Report Classification

For the scope period October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2018, Internal Audit evaluated the
processes and controls management had designed to attain the following objectives:

Limited
Scope for
Improvement

An approved Social Media Policy or Procedures which addresses key elements is defined.
A Social media strategy which outlines the City’s social media objectives and purpose exists.
A structure and oversight to monitor the execution of the social media strategy is in place.
Social media tool is deployed to control and monitor social media accounts and analytics.
KPIs are defined to actively monitor internal social media achievements.
Processes to establish and approve the use of new social media platforms and accounts exist.
Access to the City’s social media accounts is documented, restricted and regularly reviewed.
Response to incidents is based on priorities and risks identified for current accounts
Training and awareness mechanisms for staff are in place, and training material is updated

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

No Major
Concerns

Cause for
Concern

Considerable
Cause for
Concern

Control
Design
Assessment

Summary of Findings: We noted a total of six findings and three considerations for improvement.
#

Topic

Rating

1

Refresh SM Policy and Implement SM
Procedures

Low

2

Enhance formal oversight controls over
SM policies / procedures and
governance

Significant

3

Define and implement strategy
evaluation and performance reporting
processes

Moderate

4

Develop standard forms/templates for
new account creation requests

Low

5

Improve controls over Access
Management

6

Document key content management
procedures/checklists and
review/update key account level
roles/responsibilities.

Significant

Low

Management Action

Action Owner

Due Date

Formal set of procedures will be drafted to be reviewed on an annual basis.

Sr. Manager,
Communications &
Customer Service

Q4 2019

Business case to hire an additional resource will be presented in the 2020
Operating Budget. The individual would be responsible for implementation of
given recommendations. Available resources will be considered if not approved.

Sr. Manager,
Communications &
Customer Service

Q4 2020

Procedure will be developed to accomplish the recommendations.

Sr. Manager,
Communications &
Customer Service

Q4 2019

Secure password process for access control will be established. Written guideline
will be provided to employees who are granted password access. In the interim,
management will prepare a procedure to accomplish the recommendations.

Sr. Manager,
Communications &
Customer Service

Q4 2019

Business case to hire an additional resource will be presented in the 2020
Operating Budget. The individual would be responsible for implementation of
given recommendations. In the interim, procedure to accomplish the
recommendations will be developed.

Sr. Manager,
Communications &
Customer Service

Q4 2019

(Additional details provided in ‘Appendix D - Social Media Strategy Assessment Internal Audit Report’)
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2.4.3 Pursuit of Grant Funding
Scope and Objectives

Report Classification

For the scope period April 1, 2018 through September 30, 2018, Internal Audit evaluated the processes
and controls management had designed to attain the following objectives:
●

●
●

Management periodically reviews/evaluates progress during grant application process to assess if
decisions are carried out in accordance with a defined/approved policies and has implemented an
independent/multiple level review/assessment of submission parameters or eligibility criteria.
Defined procedures, resources and tools are available to identify, write, approve and support new
grants opportunities which enable standardized/structured processes.
Completeness and accuracy of grant documentation/file management to enable a continuous
review of outcomes and lessons learned from each grant opportunity considered.

Limited Scope
for
Improvement

No Major
Concerns

Cause for
Concern

Considerable
Cause for
Concern

Control
Design

Summary of Findings: We noted a total of two findings and one consideration for improvement.
#

Topic

Rating

1

Enhance status tracking and update
process flow chart

Low

2

Continue to monitor resource needs
and benefits of the centralized grant
function

Moderate

Management Action

Action Owner

Due

An expanded category for status of a grant has been completed and
implemented. Flowcharts and process documents have been updated.

Senior Manager, Asset
Planning

Completed

Administration will bring forward a 2019 operational budget issue which
speaks to this matter and requests funding for 2 positions to be able to
continue the centralized grant program.

Senior Manager, Asset
Planning

Q2 2019

(Additional details provided in ‘Appendix E - Pursuit of Grant Funding Internal Audit Report’)
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Appendix A - Internal Audit Performance
Dashboard 2018-19
Activity Status
Hours
To Date

Status

%
Complete

Report
Issued

Target Rpt
Qrtr1

1. Risk Assessment and Annual Plan Development

267.3

Complete

100%

Yes

Q4-18

2. IA Oversight/Attendance at City Meetings
a) Quarterly Status & Reporting
b) Year in Review (2018/19)

125.1
0

Ongoing
Not started

55%
0%

2 of 4
No

Q4-19
Q3-19

3. Management Action Plan Validation (Annual)

30.9

Planning

34%

No

Q3-19

4. Inbound Call Investigation

70.1

Ongoing

64%

N/A

N/A

5. Facilities Operations

355.8

Complete

100%

Yes

Q2-18

6. Windsor Essex Community Housing Corporation: Asset
Management - Housing Portfolio

60.6

Fieldwork

31%

No

Q3-19

7. Legislative Emergency Management/Planning

77.8

Fieldwork

37%

No

Q3-19

0

Not Started

0%

No

Q4-19

9. Pursuit of Grant Funding

136.2

Complete

100%

Yes

Q2-18

10. Social Media Strategy Assessment

343.2

Complete

100%

Yes

Q2-18

0

*Not Started

0%

No

*

51.1

Complete

100%

N/A

Internal audit activity

8. Life Cycle Costing & Asset Planning Methodology

11. HR Recruiting Process and Retention Strategy
12. Unallocated

* Please refer Section 1.2 Proposed update to 2018-19 Internal Audit (IA) Plan for specific details.

1

Issuance of report is based on the internal audit reporting cycle of July 1 to June 30, where as Q1-18 is July 1 to September 30, 2018.

PwC
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Unallocated Effort
Activity

Requested by

2018-19
effort hours

An allegation was lodged on March 13, 2018 through
the Concerned Citizen and Employee Hotline
regarding transparency and conduct related to the
tendering process and resulting awarding of contracts.

Complainant

51.1

*Total

Result
Reporting issued in accordance with
protocols and was presented to the
Council on Aug 27, 2018 Council
Meeting. The Hotline Complaint
Investigation Report was presented as
part of the Internal Audit Quarterly
Summary Report.

51.1

* The above complaint pertains to the period 2017-18 audit period, therefore 40.5 unallocated hours were used from the IA plan 17-18 budget and 51.1 hours were used from the 18-19 IA plan as
mentioned above.

Delivery Target Times (Days Elapsed)

PwC

Audit quality survey score

Notification

Start

Draft
report

Mgt
comments

Issuance

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Avg.

Target

20

+/- 2

5

15

5

7

7

7

7

7

Actuals

21

-2

4

12

3

-

8.7

-

-

8.7
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Appendix B - Concerned Citizen and Employee
Hotline Status
Inbound notices
Voicemail box
checked daily

# of
notifications
received

# of hang ups

# of handoffs to
management

In the Qtr

Yes

10

1

8

1

0

0

YTD

Yes

27

6

20

1

0

0

# of items under # of items under
analysis
investigation

Item under analysis
Description of item

Activities to date

This complaint includes three specific
concerns including design of RFP,
unaccounted City inventory, and
bonding of contractors.

IA performed the following activities:
Chief Internal Auditor met with the Complainant on Nov
15, 2018 to understand the concerns.
Requested additional specific information via email.
conducted initial meeting with management to discuss and
understand the process and nature of complaint.
Proposed modification to the 2018-19 Internal Audit plan.

PwC

Results

12

The investigation has not yet been initiated.

# of items
investigated
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Distribution List
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For information
Onorio Colucci, Chief Administrative Officer
Joe Mancina, Chief Financial Officer and City Treasurer
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Limitations & Responsibilities
This Report was developed in accordance with our engagement letter dated June 2016 and is
subject to the terms and conditions included therein. Our work was limited to the specific
procedures and analysis described herein and was based only on the information made
available at the time we prepared the report. Accordingly, changes in circumstances after the
date of this Report could affect the findings outlined herein. We are providing no opinion,
attestation or other form of assurance with respect to our work and we did not verify or audit
any information provided to us. This information has been prepared solely for the use and
benefit of and pursuant to a client relationship exclusively with the Corporation of the City of
Windsor. PwC disclaims any responsibility to others based on its use and accordingly this
information may not be relied upon by anyone other than the Corporation of the City of
Windsor.
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Internal audit context
Background information
The Facilities Operations Review is part of the risk-based 2018-2019 City of Windsor Internal Audit Risk
Assessment and Plan approved by the Executive Committee of Council on June 4, 2018. Internal Audit had been
tasked to perform a review of the controls over the Facilities Operations to provide further insights into the process.
Facilities division is responsible for the maintenance of 163 buildings owned by the City of Windsor, of which 36
properties also require care-taking services by the division. Properties which are more visible to public and are
subject to regulations include but are not limited to: new and old City Hall, Windsor Fire and Rescue Services,
Windsor Police Services, Huron Lodge, Arenas, Windsor International Aquatic Centre, Community Centres, and
Public Works Administration.  Data Analytics results were used to assist in providing further insights to
management. Following chart depicts the relationship between number of properties (163) in each category and
corresponding area in square footage (2.7M square feet):

Current Property Portfolio by Type, Managed by Facilities Department
Among type of the services provided by the facilities includes primary responsibilities of building and ground
facilities maintenance and project management as well as caretaking, lease administration (facilities has entered into
lease agreement with seven third party tenants), relocation, special events and ad-hoc support, and asset
management.
Facilities division is led by the Senior Manager of Facilities and is assisted by two managerial positions - Manager of
Facilities Operations and Manager of Parks and Facility, Asset and Projects. Manager of Facilities Operation
oversees seven supervisors and is responsible to manage daily operations of the division including coordinating;
assigning and managing work orders; providing building and ground maintenance services including plumbing,
electrical, carpentry and caretaking services; providing support during ad-hoc and special events; as well as ensuring
customer services and managing grievances and performing follow ups.
Manager of Parks and Facility, Asset and Projects manages eight direct reportees which includes project supervisors,
the technical support coordinator, and analysts. The Manager is primarily responsible for development of policies
and procedures for business processes and service level agreements, and is also responsible for division-wide staff
training, analysis of departmental performance metrics, and management of 360 Facility (Computerised
Maintenance Management System CMMS).

Facilities Operations Internal Audit Report 2018
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Facilities division has also leveraged third party contractors to conduct building condition assessments in two
phases for 87 properties out 0f total 163 properties under its portfolio. The aim of the building condition assessment
is to understand and foresee the needs of the facilities over the next decade and plan ahead for maintenance,
replacements and fundings and also to assign the facility and component ratings.
Over the past few years, Facilities Division has transitioned from a decentralised model to more of a centralised
structure. Such transition and realignment of the structure has resulted in to unprecedented growth in the portfolio
of the properties catered by the facility division. Over the past decade, the size of the portfolio has increased from 1.2
million square footage (in 2008) to almost 2.7 million square footage (in 2018).
In order to facilitate the need of growing portfolio and demand, management has implemented a computerised
maintenance management system (CMMS) called 360 Facility. This system is primarily used for work order
management and assignment. Further, it facilitates scheduling of preventive maintenance work orders and allocates
labour cost and materials to work orders.

Scope
The scope of this internal audit included an assessment of the controls in effect for the period August 1, 2017 to July
31, 2018. In addition to a sample of work orders, work order data was received to depict trend analysis and produce
various visualisations based on the data.

Internal audit objectives
Overall purpose of this internal audit project was to review controls over the Facilities Operations and to provide
insights into the process which may be considered by management in improving the effectiveness, efficiency and
economy of current control practices:
1. Workforce planning
a.

Planning of required resources to support resource allocation decisions exists based on inputs (i.e. staff
hours, skills, severity of backlogs, etc.) and relevant factor impacting demands on facilities operational
workforce (condition ratings, safety and accessibility standards, quality or service standards).

b. Periodic review of work order management, services and value to City’s goals by validating that work orders
are executed in accordance with required maintenance standards.
2. Work Order Management
a.

Policies and procedures regarding work order management and communication protocols exists to provide
guidance for those reviewing or assigning work, resources or priorities.

b. Work orders are processed, prioritised, timely completed, reviewed and closed in accordance with standard
operating procedures.
c.

Review of service backlog is performed and severity of backlogs is assessed considering multiple factors
(such as nature of tasks, financial impact, area/department impacted, resource utilization) to achieve
customer satisfaction or service delivery standards.

d. Monitoring utilization of resources and responsiveness to changes in work order requests is performed
effectively.
3. Monitoring Facility Condition
a.

Facility condition assessments are performed and deviations from standards (where defined) are reported to
relevant stakeholders.

Facilities Operations Internal Audit Report 2018
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Specific scope exclusions
Given the nature of the work, risk considerations and budgeted effort, the following elements are explicitly excluded
from the scope of the internal audit:
●

The design, implementation and operation of the Information and Technology (IT) environment and IT general
controls, end user computing controls, IT application controls, data integrity of reports used in IT dependent
manual controls;

●

Physical Security of Facilities;

●

Energy Management;

●

Financial Management;

●

Capital projects or work orders managed as a project;

●

Compliance with Health and Safety regulations; and

●

Review of caretaking staff work assignments/resource allocation and general caretaking processes/procedures.

Summary of Internal Audit results
Report classification
Facilities Division has implemented a computerised maintenance management system (CMMS) called 360 Facility
for managing work orders and to assist in carrying out core business activity of facilities maintenance and
management. During the course of internal audit, specific controls were identified which generally address the
control objectives of the internal audit; however, there are the some controls which may be improved around
documentation standards, re-aligning roles/access privileges for reporting/analytics, leveraging or customizing use
of system functionality, monitoring condition and customer satisfaction standards, and defining/measuring
strategic/functional goals and key performance indicators, to achieve stated objectives and improve the control
environment.

Fig 1: Core and Enabling Business Activities

Facilities Operations Internal Audit Report 2018
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Control Environment
Operations of the Facilities Division are carried out by experienced team members with relevant skills/experience
who are trained to perform the day-to-day activities for the division. Operational roles and responsibilities are well
defined. A staffing master plan is prepared to foresee the organisational needs and changes in portfolio.Periodic
management meetings are conducted to discuss various operational matters and decisions.The control environment
may be further improved by formalizing policies and procedures, along with maintaining data integrity, which will
bring standardization of work and will further improve customer perception. Key metrics, minimum standards and
service level agreements should be devised to supplement the controls and goals.

Risk Assessment
Facilities Division follows a set of practices to achieve the division-wide objectives. Service users create work orders
that are ranked on the basis of predefined priority scale. Work orders are then reviewed by the supervisors to
determine their actual priority. Maintenance work is performed to mitigate the risk of breakdowns and with the
intent of maintaining the facilities. Recurring, routine preventive maintenance work orders scheduled in 360
Facility.

Control Activities
Facilities Division has implemented/followed various formal and informal controls/protocols for the management of
its operations. On the basis of urgency, work orders are reclassified and assigned with priority. Further,
reclassification is communicated to the staff executing the work so that work can be prioritised. However, the key
measures that Facilities Division should focus on enhancing are:
●

focusing on Facilities functional goals, setting of service standards and changes to work order prioritization;

●

revising bi-weekly management Meeting Agenda to include timesheets and KPI’s review;

●

defining documentation standards and templates;

●

conducting periodic review of work order statistics;

●

designing and implementing customer satisfaction survey; and

●

tracking conditions standard ratings and building condition inspections periodically.

While reviewing roles and responsibilities within the facilities division, we noted that conflicting roles were
segregated or activities/outcomes were subject to independent reviews for the following activities: Responsible for
budget and salary determination, insource vs outsource decisions, granting vacation or requests for time off, vendor
selection, measuring and reporting on key work order statistics, approver of travel time/vehicle usage/charges, sign
off on work performed by outsourced party, approval of over-time, allocate operational budget
Purchase inventory and parts (P-Card).
In addition, only authorized staff have access to 360 Facility with respect to creation, reclassification/prioritisation,
approval and closure of work order.

Information and Communication
Well-defined communication strategy supplementing two-way communication and free flow of information is
essential to the success of the organisation and drives the function to take rational decisions which have long lasting
impact upon stakeholders. There is active two-way communication within the team. In order to support open
discussions and communications, the division conducts periodic staff and management meetings which assist in the
achievement of operational tasks and division wide planning.
As a part of daily oversight, concerns and issues are shared and communicated between managers, supervisors and
staff ensuring two-way top down and bottom up communication.

Facilities Operations Internal Audit Report 2018
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Any changes to the work orders are communicated to service user by default, unless service users opt out and do not
wish to receive notifications. Refresher training for staff is conducted to keep them up to date on changes in
regulations and work procedures as well as facilitates communication. Ad hoc and new user training can be
requested to train new service user and to fill the gaps identified during bilateral discussions between management
and staff. Council reports and presentations are used to communicate with corporate leadership team (CLT).
However, in order to assess and monitor customer satisfaction levels and provide value, management should solicit
from regular feedback or administer customer satisfaction surveys.

Monitoring
Considering the extent and volume of the work that the facilities division performs, monitoring is key to allow for the
success of the function and to avoid strategic drift.
Standard processes and documentation expectations should improve consistency of controls and practices such that
information from the 360 Facility system can be relied upon for decision making and performance monitoring
against goals.
Currently building conditions are assessed but not tracked centrally in one location nor for the entire portfolio.
Based on the controls identified and assessed for design as part of the internal audit of the Facilities Division, we
have determined that there is reasonable evidence to indicate that:
No or limited
scope
improvement

No major
concerns
noted

Cause for
concern

Cause for
considerable
concern

For the objectives related to Planning of required resources to support resource allocation decisions
exists based on inputs and relevant factor impacting demands on facilities operational workforce
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:
Sample tests indicated that process controls were
operating such that there are:

For the objectives related to Periodic review of work order management, services and value to City’s
goals by validating that work orders are executed in accordance with required maintenance
standards.
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:
Sample tests indicated that process controls were
operating such that there are:

For the objectives related to Policies and procedures regarding work order management and
communication protocols exists to provide guidance for those reviewing or assigning work,
resources or priorities.
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:
Sample tests indicated that process controls were
operating such that there are:
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No or limited
scope
improvement

No major
concerns
noted

Cause for
concern

Cause for
considerable
concern

For the objectives related to Work orders are processed, prioritised, timely completed, reviewed and
closed in accordance with general/acceptable standards.
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:
Sample tests indicated that process controls were
operating such that there are:

For the objectives related to Review of service backlog is performed and severity of backlogs is
assessed considering multiple factors to achieve customer satisfaction or service delivery
standards.
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:
Sample tests indicated that process controls were
operating such that there are:

For the objectives related to Monitoring utilization of resources and responsiveness to changes in work
order requests is performed effectively.
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:
Sample tests indicated that process controls were
operating such that there are:

For the objectives related to Facility condition assessments are performed and deviations from
standards are reported to relevant stakeholders.
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:
Sample tests indicated that process controls were
operating such that there are:

Management has provided comprehensive action plans, which we believe will address the deficiencies noted.
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Summary of positive themes
Based on the discussion with management and documentation reviewed to date and conducted by Internal Audit,
the following positive themes were noted:
Workforce Planning:
●

City prepares analysis (“Staffing Master Plan") and presents recommendations to Council; approved positions
are added/modified or roles are assigned in order to balance the workload across supervisors and skilled trades.

●

Bi-weekly, the facilities management team meets to discuss and review agenda items, consider short-term
workload concerns and re-prioritize activities subject to upcoming staff availability, leaves of absences, ad hoc
service requests (seasonal or emergency).

●

On a monthly basis, supervisors receive an open work order report (via email) with details of those work orders
assigned to their direct reports.

●

Service users, supervisors and technicians may request on demand training which is provided by Facilities
Division.

Work Order Management:
●

Facilities operation has implemented the Computerised Maintenance Management System called 360 Facility to
manage and assign work orders, allocate cost of labour and materials, schedule preventive maintenance work,
and track asset and inventory.

●

As work orders are generated (multiple times per day), supervisor reviews the requests individually, and assigns
the work a priority level, designate staff to perform the work, coordinate logistics and provide additional
comments/direction in the work order within the 360 Facility or verbally.

●

Roles and responsibilities have been established in the form of job descriptions/profiles. Duties have been
segregated/allocated and understood by staff and management.

●

Staff have access to knowledge base which is maintained by Facilities Operations Asset Analyst on a continuous
basis and/or updates are made when resources permit.

●

360 Facility sends automated notifications to requestors upon completion of work orders. Users are able to
select the option to receive email updates.

●

Relevant requests received through 311 help line are routed to facilities division and are logged as work order in
360 Facility.

●

Access to 360 Facility is restricted based on employee level and associated permissions configured in the system.
For example, to manage work order workflow, supervisors are able to creation, reclassification/prioritisation,
approval and closure of work orders, and remove/modify work order costing data, while staff are able to change
the status..

●

360 Facility user manuals are made available for staff and service user to provide operating guidance.

Monitoring Facilities Condition:
●

Based on results of building condition assessments/inspections and analysis of potential future capital costs,
management prioritizes sites/properties that are key/critical to maintaining specific quality/condition standards
prior to capital/operating budget processes take place.

●

Management routinely monitors the facilities activities and operations including performance benchmarking
against other municipalities using benchmarking report provided Municipal Benchmarking Network Canada
(MBNC).
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Summary of findings
1

Findi
ng #

Rating

Topic
Significant

Management Action Plan

Moderate

Low

Resource Planning

1

Define service
standards and
metrics to evaluate
performance
(Design
Effectiveness)

X

-

-

Staffing needs, and priorities assigned to work
orders will be reviewed. Goals and targets will
be established and metrics to measures goals
will be developed. Service level agreements to
define level of expectations will be established.A
tenant or internal department will be selected
for a pilot project and completed first.
Q4 - 2020

X

-

-

As above

X

Data integrity checks for time recording will be
conducted. Recoverable work process will be
analyzed and documented.
Q4 - 2019

Template regarding criteria for pursuing/not
pursuing capital work will be developed as well
as standard documentation procedures will be
developed. Training will be documented and
training material & records will be centrally
stored.
Q4 - 2021

Evaluating Facilities Services

1

Define service
standards and
metrics to evaluate
performance
(repeat)

2

Enhance Bi-weekly
Management
Discussions
(Design
Effectiveness)

-

-

Work Order Policies and procedures

3

Define clear
documentation
standard and
develop standard
templates/forms
(Operating
Effectiveness)

-

-

X

-

-

-

Work Order Processing
None
Review of backlog

4

Periodic Work
Order Aging
Analysis (Design
Effectiveness)

-

X

-

Monthly review of work orders will be
conducted. Aging analysis of work orders will
be performed quarterly.
Q4 - 2019

1 See Appendix A for Basis of Finding Rating and Report Classification
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2

Findi
ng #

Topic

5

Design and
implement
Customer
Satisfaction Survey
(Design
Effectiveness)

Rating
Significant

-

Management Action Plan

Moderate

Low

-

X

A customer satisfaction survey will be
conducted and will be sent out to internal staff.
Results will be reviewed and discussed amongst
the Facilities management.
Q4 - 2019

Building condition assessments will be
completed for the remaining facilities in its
portfolio, and assessments will be renewed
every 5 years. A protocol for BCA’s on a 5 year
cycle will be developed.
Q4 - 2019

Monitoring Facility Condition

6

Track Conditions
Standard Ratings
and building
condition
assessments
periodically
(Design
Effectiveness)

Total

-

X

-

1

2

3

Summary of significant findings
Internal audit identified one significant finding related to the design effectiveness of controls, specifically:
a) Facilities strategy, service standards and staffing master plan: Service level agreements must be defined and
communicated to service users to better manage customer expectations. Work orders should be re-prioritised or
reclassified in accordance with defined priority scale. Key performance metrics aligned to goals/functional
objectives should be implemented. Levels of service statements describe the outputs or objectives an
organization or activity that it intends to deliver to customers.

Management comments
Management appreciates the findings and recommendations within this report as a way for the Facilities Division
to pursue continuous improvement. Many of the positive themes noted are the result of administration’s efforts
and planning to ensure the delivery of services is measurable and consistent. The Facilities Division undertakes a
considerable number of work orders and projects, and having controls in place is essential.
Facilities continues to look for ways to improve the way it delivers services. Management agrees with the
recommendations, and has provided specific action plans in the Detailed Observations section.
Name: Jan Wilson
Title: Corporate Leader - Parks, Recreation, Culture and Facilities
Date: January 10, 2019

2 See Appendix A for Basis of Finding Rating and Report Classification
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Detailed observations
1. Define service standards and metrics to evaluate performance (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

High

Overall Rating:
Significant

Likelihood:

Highly Likely

Observation:
a) Facilities management has devised a staffing master plan to recommend additions and revisions to the
organizational structure in order to align its growing portfolio with staffing needs and to improve service
delivery. However, currently staffing master plan recommends restructuring solely based on size of the
portfolio (measured in square footage) and does not consider other elements such as minimum service level
expectations, administrative processes, volume of projects and nature of work (recoverable/low priority
work).
b) Facilities has devised priority scale ranging from emergency, urgent, normal and low and also defines the
response and completion targets associated with each priority (for details, please refer to Appendix B);
Though the default priority is “Normal”, the work orders are not re-prioritised and/or reclassified consistently
based on ‘urgency’ and/or against defined set of service standards/expectations. When validating work order
prioritization and timeliness of completion, we noted across a sample of 23 work orders that: ten samples
were ‘Completed’ outside normal/accepted time frame for given priority; and none of these samples had
evidence of re-prioritization by a supervisor to prompt more timely resolution. (Delinquent work orders work orders may not reflect exact/actual completion date since updates are made post completion of work)

Priority

Average days to
complete (for sample)

# of work order
completed after
target date

# of work order
sampled

% of work order
completed
within target

Low

23

0

1

100%

Normal

19

3

10

70%

Urgent

7

4

6

33%

Emergency

29

3

4

25%

Date Specific

22

1

2

50%

c) As continued from the background section (see Figure 1 - Core Business and Enabling Processes), there are a
number of enabling processes which impact resources/capacity available to complete work orders in a timely
manner. While management sets goals informally and allocates resources to attain core business objectives,
metrics for enabling processes and other key performance indicators (KPIs) are not currently used to measure
attainment of goals.
d) It was noted that service level standards have not been defined and communicated to provide a clear mandate
to manage and measure performance or to manage customer expectations. During the course of the facilities
internal audit, we noted that facilities provide shared supervisory service, support to other departments with
required skills, and manage lease/tenant arrangements. These services are not subject to written service level
agreements/statements. Further, customized/tailored levels of service has not been defined or agreed to with
key customer/user groups.
Implication: Facilities management may not be able to set, monitor and measure targets and customer
expectations or capacity to deliver on services.
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Possible root cause: Periodic staffing/capacity reviews are not required and SLA do not explicitly provide
measurable expectations. Limited resources to dedicate to goal setting and analysis of key metrics.
Recommendation:
a) Staffing master plan should also consider factors impacting workforce planning which may include:
●
Volume, type, class and priority of work orders;
●
Changes in regulations and qualifications/skill set required; and
●
Changes in type/volume of outsourced services attained.
b) Work order priority should consistently be reviewed and/or reclassified in alignment with available resources,
‘urgency’ of work, and service level agreements. To assist with this review process, management should
consider using ‘low’ priority by default to all work orders created to force/require some level of review by the
user or the supervisor depending on factors such as: standard time required to perform the work, available
resources, special events, other initiatives/projects, type of work or other criteria which may cause delay or
deviations from service level agreements. Alternatively priorities could be set to TBD (to be
determined/defined) or management should ensure that all priorities are reviewed (1) on intake and (2) on a
periodic basis.
c) Develop functional goals and key metrics to evaluate progress towards goals. These may include some key
metrics such as: time to complete and close work orders, month over month changes to work order aging,
work order volume by supervisor, maintenance of 360 Facility, number of buildings with substandard
condition rating etc. Management should incorporate goals/targets into the existing KPIs in order to provide
measurement of progress on work orders outstanding. Goals/targets should be reviewed/updated annually.
d) Service level agreements should be defined and agreed for key properties to manage customer expectations.
Considerations should be made for the following when describing levels of service statements or activity that
it intends to deliver to customers:
i)
An inventory of services (i.e. using 360 Facility work “Subtype” classification) should be prepared along
with the range of services which would quality under each level of priority and make this criteria a part
of a work order management policy, procedure or internal memorandum of understanding with key
facility type.
ii)
Define service level agreements (and/or statements) with all third party tenants or incorporate service
commitments/criteria for service delivery levels into existing agreements with third parties/tenants.
iii)
Perform an annual review of service level agreements and the work order priority scales.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan:
a) Management will review staffing needs as the
volume of work evolves. Staffing needs will be
addressed, and if additional necessary, positions
will be requested through the annual operating
budget process. If necessary, a separate report will
be brought to Council.
b) Priorities assigned to work orders are currently,
and will continue to be, reviewed by the Facilities
Supervisors when received. Management will
review the recommendation to revise ‘low’ priority
as the default.
c) Management will establish goals and targets, and
develop metrics to assist in measuring and
evaluating progress towards goals.
d) Management will establish service level
agreements/statements to define the expectations
to those we serve, including internal staff and third
party tenants. A tenant or internal department will
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Responsible Party:

a: Sr. Manager of
Facilities
b: Manager, Facility
Operations
c: Manager Assets and
Projects
d: Manager Assets and
Projects and Manager,
Facility Operations

Due Date:

a: Q2 2020
b: Q4 2019
c: Q4 2020
c: Q4 2020
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be selected for a pilot project and completed first.

2. Enhance Bi-weekly Management Discussions (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

Low

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Low
Likely

Observation:
We observed one of Facilities bi-weekly management meetings and noted discussions on various aspects
impacting workforce planning including but not limited to work loads among supervisors, vacations and
upcoming special/adhoc events. However, key workforce metrics (i.e. staff utilization) and commitments on
special projects are not formally monitored. Further, tracking, review and coordination of recoverable work is not
performed and discussed in management meetings.
Implication:
Unidentified or recurring capacity issues impact ability to respond to needs or anticipate changes to work
allocation/assignment.
Possible root cause:
Reliance on supervisors to monitor daily utilization.
Recommendation:
Data integrity/quality checks over completeness of time recording (total time entered per week) should be
established. This control will help in generating automatic reminders/notifications to staff/supervisors of
unsubmitted time.
Management should also track and review recoverable work orders periodically and where applicable, discuss in
management meetings.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan:
Management agrees with data integrity checks for
completeness of time recording. Facility Operations
supervisors will be encouraged to monitor time card
completeness weekly. Monthly reports will be
generated and sent to the Facility Operations
supervisors and the Manager, Facility Operations for
them to address gaps in the data entry.

Responsible Party:

Manager, Assets &
Projects &
Manager, Facility
Operations

Due Date:

Q4 2019

Management is in agreement that recoverable work
orders should be tracked and reviewed. Management
will analyze and document the recoverable work
process, including how recoverable work will be
reviewed.
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3. Define clear ‘documentation’ standard and develop standard
forms/templates - (Operating Effectiveness)
Impact:

Low

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Low
Likely

Observation: In review of work order management processes we also noted the following:
a) Standard processes/forms/checklists have not been devised and implemented to record management
discussions/decisions regarding:
●
forms to document the results for building inspections;
●
approval thresholds/escalation of work orders to receive project management support; and
●
management decision to defer/monitor the building repairs upon assessing, analysing and evaluating the
extent, timing and availability of funds for repairs.
b) In a sample of work orders selected for review, we noted inconsistency in how staff completed/documented
the status of a work order. For instance:
i)
Inconsistent workflow work order assignment/classification: for vendor fulfilled work orders, in a
sample of nine, we noted four which should have been documented/classified as work assigned to a
vendor, were not
ii)
Inaccurate/untimely completion: 14 of 28 samples were not marked as ‘complete’ prior to final closure.
The average time between actual work completion and work order closure across 23 samples was 22
Days (21 days for vendor fulfilled sample)
iii)
Acceptance of recoverable/special work requests
iv)
Timely completion of work: ten work orders were documented as complete after the target date for
given priority level.
c) Further, internal audit noted that training schedules, status/completion by staff, and training materials are
not centrally tracked and maintained.
Implication:
Inaccurate data used in measuring work performance or unidentified deviations in performance. Inability to
make consistent decisions in the absence of standard process/checklists capturing key elements.
Possible root cause:
Documentation standards (or sub-components thereof) have not been formally defined and approved.
Recommendation:
a) Management should develop and implement a formal set of procedures, forms or templates for documenting
rationale for pursuing/not pursuing capital work which results from:
●

inspection results and condition scores/ratings;

●

substandard building condition inspection result or

●
operational work-orders which require project management support.
b) Guidelines for standard documentation procedures should be developed where management relies on
underlying data for performance management/measurement. For example,
i)
guidance on how to handle work orders fulfilled by a third party and encourage more frequent
notifications of status for requestors.
ii)
guidance on timely status update of work order as “Complete” prior to final closure
iii)
guidance about recoverable work and work within scope/mandate as described in service level
agreements/statements.
iv)
guidance for recording the work completed in a timely manner and communicate to staff the
monitoring mechanism as suggested in finding four surrounding work order aging analysis.
c) Management should prepare a central repository of training material and consider leveraging the Corporate
training/learning system for managing/tracking training.
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Management Action Plan
Action Plan:
a) Management concurs and will develop a formal
template of criteria for pursuing/not pursuing
capital work. Requirements for when
documentation is necessary will be included in the
template.

Responsible Party:

a) Manager, Assets &
Projects and Manager,
Facility Operations
b) Manager, Assets &
Projects and Manager,
Facility Operations

b) Management agrees that standard documentation
procedures should be developed. This action item
will need to occur after goals and KPIs are
developed as per recommendation #1. c). Once
goals and metrics have been determined, guidelines
can be established to ensure data entry is
consistent. This consistency will ensure KPIs are
accurately measured.

c) Manager, Assets &
Projects
Due Date:

a) Q4 2019
b) Q4 2021
c) Q2 2019

c) Management agrees there should be a central
repository for training material and records.
Management will ensure that training is
documented and that training material & records
are centrally located.
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4. Conduct division wide periodic Work Order Aging Analysis - (Design
Effectiveness)
Impact:

Medium

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Moderate
Likely

Observation:
Open work orders are identified and reviewed individually by each supervisor based on staff assignment;
however, division-wide periodic work order aging analysis is not conducted to identify trends, aging and/or
balance of work. Further, reviews performed are not accompanied by discussions with other supervisors and/or
managers to improve and measure the age of work orders and to determine the over-/under-utilisation of
supervisors and staff.
Implication:
Management may not be able to identify the possible root cause behind aging of work orders and may not be able
to set benchmark, meet expectations and measure the burden of work. Aged work order and backlogs contribute
to negative customer satisfaction results, or complaints.
Possible root cause:
Management oversight over time/resources to ensure each supervisor has performed the review or provided a
reason for change or reported back on actions etc. is not in function currently.
Recommendation:
Management should conduct a weekly review and follow up of aged work orders to support that work orders are
closed in a timely manner. 360 Facility should be updated to reflect the current status of issues. Division-wide
periodic work order aging analysis should be conducted to harness the volume of open and aged work orders. This
exercise will assist management in identifying the trends, utilization, and balance of work among supervisors. In
addition, it will further assist in devising service level agreements and reclassification of work order priorities.
Management can include a periodic analysis of aged work orders into regular monthly/quarterly staff meetings
for accountability.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan:
Management agrees that a review of work orders is
needed to ensure they are closed in a timely manner.
However, management believes a monthly review is
sufficient. This review can be incorporated into the
monthly open work order reporting.

Responsible Party:

Manager, Assets &
Projects and Manager,
Facility Operations

Due Date:

Q4 2019

Management agrees that a periodic analysis of aged
work orders should take place quarterly. However,
management will handle the feedback on an individual
level between the supervisor and the Manager, Facility
Operations as opposed to at a staff meeting.
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5. Design and implement Customer Satisfaction Survey - (Design
Effectiveness)
Impact:

Low

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Low
Likely

Observation:
Satisfaction surveys/feedback solicitation is not conducted to monitor satisfaction levels or to obtain feedback
from users/customers on a) overall feedback for improving interactions and core activities and b) feedback
specific to work requested/completed. There is an internal process requiring that internal services solicit internal
feedback which results in non-compliance with an internal policy.
Implication:
●
may not be able to measure and monitor customer perception and satisfaction levels regarding the quality
and performance of services rendered.
●
may not be able understand the value that customers perceives which ultimately assists in setting
performance goals, customer service levels and expectations.
Possible root cause:
Limited resources to collect, analyze and report on customer satisfaction surveys. Management is not aware of
available City of Windsor’s central resources which can be leveraged to send customer satisfaction surveys.
Recommendation:
Facilities management should design and conduct satisfaction surveys to measure and monitor the customer's
perception and their satisfaction levels. This will provide management with insights over their performance and
what value customers assign to facilities. Facilities should conduct and monitor two types of satisfaction surveys:
●
Customer satisfaction surveys should be conducted on an annual basis to get insight over the department’s
performance throughout the year. These type of surveys are detailed in nature and request for comments as
well as ratings from the customers.
●
Service Standards Survey at work order level should broadly aim to measure the satisfaction levels of
customers/service user by rating the facilities against task performed. This type of survey is short and request
customers to rate on a scale of 1-5. The survey should be sent time of work order closure using the automated
notification feature.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan:
A customer satisfaction survey will be conducted in
coordination with the corporate Communications and
Customer Service division. The survey will be sent to
internal staff and include questions related to
satisfaction with response time and performance.
Results will be reviewed and discussed amongst the
Facilities Division management staff to determine areas
that may require improvements.
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6. Track Conditions Standard Ratings and building condition
assessments periodically - (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

Medium

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Moderate
Likely

Observation:
Currently, management is able to track major components of each facility and where applicable, have informally
defined the acceptable range of condition scores for facility components. We noted that 87 of 163 properties did
not undergo an internal or external building condition inspection during the scope period.
It was further noted that tracking of condition ratings is currently not performed in 360 Facility and is paper
based/manual.
Implication:
●
Service user/occupant of the facility and staff will be unaware of facility conditions rating which may be
beneficial while requesting and executing work. Further, management may not efficiently or accurately
prioritize capital projects over each other based on conditions rating.
Possible root cause:
The module for track building conditions/inspection in the central system has not been activated due to lack of
capacity to enter the required data.
Recommendation:
Management can take measures to support that each facility under its umbrella should have either internal or
external building conditions assessments and ratings/scores assigned to them once every five years based on
industrial practice (however, frequency of building condition assessment varies upon structural integrity, usage,
size and age).
Management should maintain and track all the conditions rating centrally on 360 Facility. This would enable
management to track and amend the ratings based on further analysis.
Tracking building condition rating should further assist management in prioritising work orders and spending,
both capital and operational.
Management may wish to set up reserve for deferred but critical spending based on an assessment.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan:
The Facilities Division will continue to have building
condition assessments (BCA) completed for the
remaining facilities in its portfolio, and renew the
assessments every five (5) years, as funding becomes
available. A protocol to conduct BCA’s on a 5 year cycle
will be developed.
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Considerations for improvement
1. Consider data visualisation and other performance measurement tools
Observation
Currently facilities operations do not utilize any data visualisation tools or other corporate dashboard resources to
analyse and monitor workforce needs/demand.
Management may not be able to analyse and interpret large data in a meaningful manner, which could potentially
lead to ineffective planning decision making.
Detailed time study for key supervisory positions are not performed. Absence of time study reviews will have an
impact on workforce planning.
Further, periodic staffing or work quality audits/spot checks to assist in performance evaluation are not
conducted and management may not be able to highlight areas of improvements.
Considerations
Management should explore data visualization tools externally, within 360 Facility or other corporate dashboard
resources to monitor workforce needs/demands.
Management should also conduct detailed time study for key supervisors. Currently, terms of loaned staff
arrangements/shared supervisors are not documented or updated for changes to assumptions. These terms
should be supported by detailed time study analysis.
Staffing audits/spot checks will assist management to identify areas of improvements. Furthermore, forecasting of
future workload/utilization based on pre scheduled work orders should be performed.

2. Continue to implement scheduled work orders and build upon knowledge base
Observation
Pre-scheduled Preventive Maintenance (PM) work orders for routine, recurring and planned work are not
established for all properties, such that, when the maintenance work is due, a work order is automatically
generated by 360 Facility and forwarded to a responsible supervisor. Further, time spent on such work orders is
not tracked.
Management may not be able to meet the objectives of preventive maintenance which is one of the core
responsibilities of the divisions. More reactive maintenance and less preventative maintenance work will result in
to deterioration of assets and may lead to more increased cost in future due to falling operational effectiveness
leading to hefty repairs, failure and often replacement of assets.
Considerations
Facilities management should prioritize its initiative to set up pre-scheduled preventive maintenance work order
processing for routine and planned work. There may be value in applying such approach to all work order types
which meet specific criteria such as: routine and recurring work, process not expected to change, required for
legislative purposes, requires specific skills which require lead time to develop/procure. Management should also
include procedures which provide instructions and standard/expected hours required to complete the work.Time
spent on work orders should be tracked. To mitigate concerns around volume of work orders a supervisor or staff
is required to assess/review work order priorities, management should consider the cost benefit of adding
additional clerical staff.
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Appendix A: Basis of findings rating and
report classification
Findings rating matrix
Audit Findings
Rating
Likelihood

Impact
Low

Medium

High

Highly Likely

Moderate

Significant

Significant

Likely

Low

Moderate

Significant

Unlikely

Low

Low

Moderate

Likelihood consideration
Rating
Highly Likely

Likely

Unlikely

Description
· History of regular occurrence of the event.
· The event is expected to occur in most circumstances.
· History of occasional occurrence of the event.
· The event could occur at some time.
· History of no or seldom occurrence of the event.
· The event may occur only in exceptional circumstances.
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Impact consideration
Rating

Basis

Description

HIGH

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to exceed $250,000 in terms of direct loss or opportunity cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Significant control weaknesses, which would lead to financial or fraud loss.

3

An issue that requires a significant amount of senior management/Board
effort to manage such as:
· Failure to meet key strategic objectives/major impact on strategy and objectives.
· Loss of ability to sustain ongoing operations:
- Loss of key competitive advantage/opportunity
- Loss of supply of key process inputs
· A major reputational sensitivity e.g., Market share, earnings per share, credibility
with stakeholders and brand name/reputation building.
Legal/Regulatory
Large scale action, major breach of legislation with very significant financial or
reputational consequences.
MEDIUM

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to be between $75,000 to $250,000 in terms of direct loss or
opportunity cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Control weaknesses, which could result in potential loss resulting from inefficiencies,
wastage, and cumbersome workflow procedures.
An issue that requires some amount of senior management/Board effort
to manage such as:
· No material or moderate impact on strategy and objectives.
· Disruption to normal operation with a limited effect on achievement of corporate
strategy and objectives
· Moderate reputational sensitivity.
Legal/Regulatory
Regulatory breach with material financial consequences including fines.

LOW

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to be less than $75,000 in terms of direct loss or opportunity
cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Control weaknesses, which could result in potential insignificant loss resulting from
workflow and operational inefficiencies.
An issue that requires no or minimal amount of senior
management/Board effort to manage such as:
· Minimal impact on strategy
· Disruption to normal operations with no effect on achievement of corporate strategy
and objectives
· Minimal reputational sensitivity.
Legal/Regulatory
Regulatory breach with minimal consequences.

3

Dollar value amounts are agreed with the client prior to execution of fieldwork.
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Audit report classification
Report
Classification

The internal audit identified one or more of the following:

●
●

Cause for
considerable
concern

●
●
●

●

Cause for
concern

●
●
●

●
●

No major
concerns noted

●
●

No or limited
scope for
improvement

●
●
●

Significant control design improvements identified to ensure that risk of material loss is
minimized and functional objectives are met.
An unacceptable number of controls (including a selection of both significant and
minor) identified as not operating for which sufficient mitigating back-up controls could
not be identified.
Material losses have occurred as a result of control environment deficiencies.
Instances of fraud or significant contravention of corporate policy detected.
No action taken on previous significant audit findings to resolve the item on a timely
basis.
Control design improvements identified to ensure that risk of material loss is minimized
and functional objectives are met.
A number of significant controls identified as not operating for which sufficient
mitigating backup controls could not be identified.
Losses have occurred as a result of control environment deficiencies.
Little action taken on previous significant audit findings to resolve the item on a timely
basis.
Control design improvements identified, however, the risk of loss is immaterial.
Isolated or “one-off” significant controls identified as not operating for which sufficient
mitigating back-up controls could not be identified.
Numerous instances of minor controls not operating for which sufficient mitigating
back-up controls could not be identified.
Some previous significant audit action items have not been resolved on a timely basis.
No control design improvements identified.
Only minor instances of controls identified as not operating which have mitigating
back-up controls, or the risk of loss is immaterial.
All previous significant audit action items have been closed.
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Appendix B: Other Information
Following chart (split of work orders by priority) depicts that work orders are not ranked on the basis of ‘urgency’
rather are prioritised normal default by system. Each priority has associated response and completion targets.
Priority

Response
Target

Completion
Target

Low

2 days

30 days

Normal

2 days

5 days

Urgent

24 hours

2 days

Emergency

60 minutes

24 hours

Date Specific

2 days

As noted

The following graph shows the breakdown of work orders (% of total) by work order service type:
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Appendix C: Limitations and
responsibilities
Limitations inherent to the Internal Auditor’s work
Internal control
Internal control systems, no matter how well designed and operated, are affected by inherent limitations. These
include the possibility of poor judgment in decision-making, human error, control processes being deliberately
circumvented by employees and others, management overriding controls and the occurrence of unforeseeable
circumstances.

Future periods
Our assessment of controls is for the period specified only. Historic evaluation of effectiveness is not relevant to
future periods due to the risk that:
●

the design of controls may become inadequate because of changes in operating environment, law, regulation or
other; or

●

the degree of compliance with policies and procedures may deteriorate.

Responsibilities of management and Internal Auditors
It is management’s responsibility to develop and maintain sound systems of risk management, internal control and
governance and for the prevention and detection of irregularities and fraud. Internal audit work should not be seen
as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the design and operation of these systems.
We endeavour to plan our work so that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses
and, if detected, we shall carry out additional work directed towards identification of consequent fraud or other
irregularities. However, internal audit procedures alone, even when carried out with due professional care, do not
guarantee that fraud will be detected.
Accordingly, our examinations as internal auditors should not be relied upon solely to disclose fraud, defalcations or
other irregularities which may exist.
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This document has been prepared only for The Corporation of the City of Windsor and solely for the purpose and on the terms agreed with The
Corporation of the City of Windsor in our agreement dated June 9, 2016. We accept no liability (including for negligence) to anyone else in
connection with this document, and it may not be provided to anyone else.
This report is confidential. The report is intended solely for use by the management of the Corporation of the City of Windsor, and is not intended
or authorized for any other use or party. If any unauthorized party obtains this report, such party agrees that any use of the report, in whole or in
part, is their sole responsibility and at their sole and exclusive risk; that they may not rely on the report; that they do not acquire any rights as a
result of such access and that PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP does not assume any duty, obligation, responsibility or liability to them.
© 2019 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, "PwC" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (an Ontario limited
liability partnership), which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal
entity.
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Limitations & Responsibilities
This Report was developed in accordance with our engagement letter dated June 2016 and is subject to the
terms and conditions included therein. Our work was limited to the specific procedures and analysis
described herein and was based only on the information made available at the time we prepared the report.
Accordingly, changes in circumstances after the date of this Report could affect the findings outlined herein.
We are providing no opinion, attestation or other form of assurance with respect to our work and we did not
verify or audit any information provided to us. This information has been prepared solely for the use and
benefit of and pursuant to a client relationship exclusively with the Corporation of the City of Windsor. PwC
disclaims any responsibility to others based on its use and accordingly this information may not be relied
upon by anyone other than the Corporation of the City of Windsor.
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Internal audit context
Background information
The Social Media Strategy Assessment is part of the risk-based 2018-2019 City of Windsor (COW) Internal Audit
Risk Assessment and Plan approved by the Executive Committee of Council on June 4, 2018. Internal Audit had
been tasked to perform a review of the controls over the Social Media Strategy to provide further insights into the
process.
The City started its Social Media (SM) program to manage corporate Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Flickr
accounts in 2012 and the program was supported by a documented policy and an approved strategy. To raise
awareness, links to City social media platforms are added to the City’s public website.
The Corporate Communications department is led by the Senior Manager of Communications who is assisted by five
corporate marketing and communication officers, one website writer/editor and one graphic designer/marketing
assistant. For social media posting, the vast majority of posts are done by the web writer/editor after review and
approval by a communications officer and the senior manager. City accounts also support media releases that are
created from information provided by City departments. Content for these accounts goes through a multi-level
approval process with the final approval given by the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) or designate.
If a City related complaint is received via social media, communications will deal with the complaint directly, if they
have the information, or it will be sent to a department for more information. Often complainants are reminded that
the City 311 system is the best place for sharing their complaints or concerns as 311 is able to provide tracking and
progress follow-up. As well, by contacting 311 concerns are catalogued for future review if desired. In 2017, the
City’s communication department reported the following key accomplishments:
●

Posted over 1,000 updates to the City’s Facebook Page, which engaged 62,987 people and reached 1,302,369
people in 2017 and now has 9,207 page likes (lifetime), an increase of more than 3,525 from 2016.

●

Sent 975 tweets from the City’s Twitter Account in 2017, which now has approximately 14,000 followers
(lifetime), an increase of more than 4,000 from 2016.

●

Uploaded 71 videos to the City’s YouTube Channel, totaling 138,514 views between YouTube and the videos
shared on Facebook; topics included but were not limited to:
○

Bright Lights Windsor;

○

Open Streets series;

○

Messages from the Mayor’s Office; and

○

Construction updates for New City Hall

The City continues to drive traffic to Adventure Bay’s website and stimulate related sales through programmatic
online Advertising. Recently, Adventure Bay Family Water Park won the award for Best Television Commercial from
the World Waterpark Association (WWA) via their 2018 Wave Review Awards. This award recognized Adventure
Bay’s 30-second television promo, which was shown on TV stations throughout the Windsor-London corridor.
Corporate Communications helps in developing marketing content for Adventure Bay Family Water Park and
Museum Windsor social media platforms, however monitoring and responding to comments/messages is performed
by the respective staff of the department.
In regards to Citywide Media Monitoring, a Media policy exists to protect and promote the image of the City while
supporting accurate, timely and consistent information. This policy clearly designates corporate spokespersons and
provides employees with an understanding of the policies and procedures surrounding public statements and media
relations.
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To perform this review we applied the PwC Social Media Governance framework to assess the current design
effectiveness of the controls surrounding the social media activities. This framework is available in Appendix A Overview of Social Media Framework. The scope of the internal audit focused on the social media accounts, which
adhere to the current Social Media Policy, managed by Communications: We have captured social media accounts
managed by the Corporate Communications department along with associated details that the Corporate
Communications department is currently managing on behalf of City and other departments in Appendix B Social
Media Platforms.

Scope & Objectives
The scope of this internal audit included an assessment of the controls in effect (designed and implemented) as of
September 30, 2018. We applied our PwC Social Media framework to assess the social media activities/key areas.
The overall purpose of this internal audit was to assess the design effectiveness of controls management has
implemented to achieve the following objective related to the current social media accounts managed by the City:
1.

A Social Media Policy or Procedures that addresses key elements is defined with an assigned owner and the
policy or procedure is approved by management and communicated to staff.

2. A Social media strategy that outlines the City’s social media objectives and purpose for each of the platforms
used by the organization exists.
3. A structure and oversight to monitor the execution of the social media strategy and enable initiatives and
activities to be aligned with the strategy is in place.
4. Social media tool is deployed to control and monitor different social media accounts and to monitor various
trends and analytics.
5.

KPIs are defined to actively monitor internal social media achievements based on the organization’s strategy and
vision. In addition, clear roles & responsibilities for staff involved in social media related activities are defined.

6. Processes to establish and approve the use of new social media platforms and accounts exist and are shared with
other relevant Agencies, Boards and Commissions for consistency.
7.

Access to the City’s social media accounts is documented, restricted and regularly reviewed.

8. Response to incidents is based on priorities and risks identified for current social media accounts managed by
the City. Protocols are in place to address social media incidents and review potential impact/likelihood of
reaching other media channels or identifying alternative response strategies/lessons learnt.
9. Training and awareness mechanisms for staff are in place, and training material is prepared and updated on a
regular basis, highlighting the purposes and use of social media.

Scope exclusions:
The following elements were excluded from the scope of the internal audit:
●

The design, implementation and operation of the Information and Technology (IT) environment and IT general
controls, end user computing controls, IT application controls, data integrity of reports used in IT dependent
manual controls.

●

Cybersecurity risks associated with the use of social media.

●

Handling and monitoring of personal social media accounts (i.e. the Mayor’s account).

●

Regulatory environment impacting the organization and CoW’s compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.

●

Communications planning at City level and audience analysis.
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●

Adherence of content published on social media sights to organizational strategy and/or regulatory
requirements.

●

Monitoring of feeds and incidents for completeness.

●

Non-digital (print and oral) media communication events.

Summary of Internal Audit results
Report classification
The Corporate Communications department is led by the Senior Manager Communications and with the assistance
of five marketing and communication officers, one website writer/editor and one graphic designer/marketing
assistant. Currently, the communication department manages ten social media accounts on behalf of the City
including Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Instagram and YouTube. These platforms are available to disseminate media
releases as well as marketing content in regards to services/programs that the City offers.
During the course of internal audit, specific controls were identified which generally address the control objectives of
the internal audit; however, there are some controls which may be improved around updating policy or procedures,
implementing formal policy or procedure compliance monitoring controls, defining and implementing strategy
evaluation and performance reporting processes, development of standard forms/templates for new social media
account creation requests, improved controls over access management, and documentation of key content
management procedures/checklists and review/update key account level roles/responsibilities.
The use of social media at the City, forms part of the overall City’s communications strategy. The social media
strategy and objectives was developed in support of the City’s broader objectives/vision.
The social media policy was developed by the Communications staff and the IT staff along with obtaining due
consultations from the CAO, the Corporate Leadership Team (CLT) members and other relevant staff as indicated in
Social Media Strategy and Policy. The policy includes governing rules and regulations for application users,
including restricting the use of confidential information, types of posts, which will be taken down such as
discrimination and hate speech. Other documented guidelines include a description of recommended social media
websites which define the basic services from the social media sites that the City uses.
Overall strategy and social media objectives have been described. The strategy document is reviewed and approved
by the Senior Manager Communications, the respective CLT member and the CAO. Communications department
also posts media releases which are created from information provided by various City departments. These posts go
through a multi-level approval process with the final approval given by the CAO or their designate.
Senior Manager Communications is authorized to approve opening and removing of social media accounts on behalf
of City. This also includes a review of the submitted business case by the requesting department supporting the
opening of new account including but not limited to vision statement, roles and responsibilities, content
management, etc.
The City has set standards for approving new social media accounts or renewing existing ones. Departments are not
permitted to create social media accounts however; a process or template for documenting the strategic purpose
could improve consistency for the City when other departments request support.
Social media accounts access is assigned to each communications officer by the page admin (one of the
Communications Officers) after receiving approval from the Senior Manager of Communications. Access to social
media accounts is removed if the individual is no longer a staff of communications department or City. Social media
accounts (as shown in Appendix B) are managed by external parties and are accessible from external networks as
well. Therefore, the current City Acceptable Use Policy on passwords do not cover to personal accounts.
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Customer Service Standards are defined which state that the City will respond to written correspondence from
residents/customers within three days of receipt, which also applies to content/questions posted via City’s social
media.
Terms of use are posted on the City’s Facebook page, which lists the type of comments/content, which shall not be
allowed and may be removed at the discretion of the City’s authorized staff. Guidelines are documented for City’s
staff, which defines the dos and don’ts of social media usage.
The City uses the Hootsuite application to monitor four of ten social media accounts (Facebook and Twitter). This
application is mainly used to post content and monitor accounts. For Facebook accounts, management uses the
option of Profanity filter to cater the risk of after hour monitoring. This option determines what to block by using the
most commonly reported words and phrases marked offensive by the community.
While the City uses social media to confidently respond to citizens’ requests, or provide information for city services,
to meet their social media recordkeeping obligations and other operational benefits, retention procedures should be
developed. Such retention of data can assist with finding conversations and information fast and save time for
reporting key metrics.
Based on the controls identified and assessed for design as part of the internal audit of the Social Media Strategy, we
have determined that there is reasonable evidence to indicate that:
No or limited
scope
improvement

No major
concerns
noted

Cause for
concern

Cause for
considerable
concern

For the objectives related to Social Media Policy or Procedures
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

For the objectives related to Social Media Strategy and Governance
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

For the objectives related to Data Access Controls
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

For the objectives related to Social Resilience & Incident Management
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

For the objectives related to Policy or Procedure Awareness and Training
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

Management has provided comprehensive action plans, which we believe will address the deficiencies noted.
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Summary of positive themes
Based on the discussion with management and documentation reviewed, the following positive themes were noted:
Social Media Policy or Procedure
●

The Corporate Social Media Policy (“the Policy”) exists for governing the use of social media accounts for
business purposes on behalf of City. This policy was established in 2011 and further updated in 2013. It defines
roles and responsibilities of CAO, CLT members and/or Executive Directors and/or designates as well as
governing rules and regulations.

●

Social Media Guidelines for City Staff defines expectations for staff using social media for personal and official
City use, including tips for discussing, sharing and communicating city business. Staff should clearly identify
themselves, including their role with the City.

Social Media Strategy and Governance
●

The strategy highlights the overall need for social media accounts and how City may benefit from using social
media for disseminating information in a timely fashion, etc.

●

Content to be posted to social media accounts is required to be approved (via email) by one or both of the
Corporate Marketing and Communications Officer and the Senior Manager of Communications. The
Communications staff have been delegated the authority to post messages or updates on behalf of City.
However, for Museum Windsor and Adventure Bay Family Water Park social media platforms, the dedicated
officers for the respective departments post messages/updates.

●

Some of the managed social media accounts are configured within Hootsuite (social media tool) to manage
outgoing and incoming (bi-directional) communications with followers. This tool aide in scheduling and posting
content to multiple social media platforms at the same time and assist in monitoring social media accounts.

●

Terms of use are posted on the City’s Facebook page listing type of comments/content that shall not be allowed
and may be removed at the discretion of the City’s authorized staff. Hours of operations are stated.

Data Access Controls
●

Access to social media accounts has been assigned to each communications officer by the page admin (one of the
Communications Officer) subsequent to the approval of the Senior Manager Communications.

●

Individual access to City devices, such as computers and phones, is assigned by the IT. Access to social media
accounts to communications staff is assigned subsequent to the approval of Senior Manager Communications.
Access is to be removed once an individual is no longer part of the Communications Department or City.

Social Resilience & Incident Management
●

Roles and responsibilities for day-to-day management of social media activities are assigned to Communication
Officers who monitor social media activities with a combination of Hootsuite and periodic checking of the
individual accounts. The monitoring involves scanning for any negative comment/feeds and responding to any
queries by followers on posts or inbox messages. An automated message is set up for responding users if
message is received after business hours.

●

Negative/prohibited content is removed according to the Facebook terms of use policy. Profanity filter and page
moderation options are available within Facebook to cater to the risk of after hour monitoring. Management
currently uses the profanity filter “Strong” option which determines what to block by using the most commonly
reported words and phrases marked offensive by the community.
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Policy or Procedures Awareness and Training
●

The Communications Officer is responsible for overseeing the delivery of social media-related training to City
departments including the Communications Department. The training we reviewed included content related to:
City's social media scope and objective; dos and don'ts of social media; style and tone to be used and avoided;
various tools and platforms available; traditional media vs social media; fundamental changes including option
of going live; social media challenges and tips to deal with negative feeds and leading it to positive; and use of
social media at time of emergency/catastrophe.

●

The Communications Officer is a member of the social media superheroes group, which is overseen by WETech
Alliance. The members in this group are social media experts who discuss and provide training and valuable
insights on the latest social media trends. In addition, the communication officer also attends an annual Social
Media training. The content from these sessions/training is further utilized to update the training and bring
awareness amongst the department. Periodic training is provided and attendance is recorded. Training
materials and updates are shared within the communications drive.

●

Management has also subscribed to Social Media Examiner through which daily updates regarding how
business people can use social networks is received.

●

The Web Governance Committee monitors the media publications for update regarding social media security
and privacy risks, new threats, etc. and keeps the team updated.

Summary of findings
1

Finding #

Topic

Rating
Significant

Moderate

Low

Management Action Plan

Policy and Procedures

1

Refresh SM Policy
and Implement SM
Procedures (Design)

2

Enhance formal
oversight controls
over SM policies /
procedures and
governance (Design)

3

Define and
implement strategy
evaluation and
performance
reporting processes
(Design)

X

Formal set of procedures will be
drafted to be reviewed on an annual
basis.
Q4 - 2019
Business case to hire an additional
resource will be presented in the 2020
Operating Budget. The individual
would be responsible for
implementation of given
recommendations. Available resources
will be considered if not approved.
Q4 - 2020

X

X

Business case to hire an additional
resource will be presented in the 2020
Operating Budget. The individual
would be responsible for
implementation of given
recommendations. Available resources
will be considered if not approved.
Q4 - 2020

1 See Appendix A for Basis of Finding Rating and Report Classification
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2

Finding #

Topic

4

Develop standard
forms/templates for
new account creation
requests (Design)

Rating
Significant

Moderate

Low

X

Management Action Plan
Procedure will be developed to
accomplish the recommendations.
Q4 - 2019

Access/Security

5

Improve controls
over Access
Management
(Design)

Secure password process for access
control will be established. Written
guideline will be provided to employees
who are granted password access that
outlines best practices related to use of
personal equipment to conduct city
business.
Q4 - 2019

X

Social Resilience & Content Management
Refer to finding 2

6

Document key
content management
procedures/checklists
and
review/update key
account level
roles/responsibilities
(Design)

X

Business case to hire an additional
resource will be presented in the 2020
Operating Budget. The individual
would be responsible for
implementation of given
recommendations. In the interim,
procedure to accomplish the
recommendations will be developed.
Q4 - 2019

Awareness & Training
Refer to finding 1.
Total

2

1

3

2 See Appendix A for Basis of Finding Rating and Report Classification
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Summary of significant findings
Internal audit identified two significant finding related to the design effectiveness of controls, specifically:
1) Enhance formal oversight controls over SM policies/procedures and governance to monitor usage, attainment of
goals/objectives, tracking complaints, inappropriate posts and timeliness of response.
2) Controls over Access Management should be improved to avoid passwords from being compromised leading to
disruption in service or potential damage to reputation.

Management comments
This exercise has pointed out many possibilities for improvement to an already successful program. Initiatives
focused on improvement and tracking will be moved forward if a new hire is approved in 2020. It will take time
and a new budget to create a proper Joint Job Evaluation (JJE) for what would amount to a new job here at the
city but this review has shown the need is there if we want to take social media to another level.
Findings focused on risk, primarily associated with password protection and account security can be acted on
more quickly and regardless of a new hire. These too will take some time but can likely be accomplished by the
fourth quarter of 2019.
Name:

Jason Moore

Title:

Senior Manager of Communications and Customer Service

Date:

January 8, 2019
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Detailed observations
1. Refresh SM Policy and Implement SM Procedure (Design
Effectiveness)
Impact:

Low

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Low
Likely

Observation:
Management has formally established guiding principles on overall expectations when using social media in an
official capacity or for personal use and the City structure for the management and monitoring of social media.
A Social media policy exists and it is reviewed every two years to assess if any change/update is required. Changes
to social media platforms and functionality may occur rapidly requiring updates to some procedures in place.
A formal review of training material for alignment of updates/topics based on management’s review of the policy
was not documented.
In addition, we noted that the existing policy or procedures does not:
a) consider the applicability of social media content retention bylaws;
b) outline process for creating and deleting social media accounts (though authority for this process is defined);
c) reference to a procedure for reviewing/maintaining list of social media accounts (such as date of approval,
purpose and social media owner(s)) and passwords);
d) address programmatic content management configuration controls such as access, authority, business case,
cost benefit, monitoring/tracking or performance management responsibilities;
e) include guidelines for responding to scenarios whereby fake/duplicate City social media accounts are
identified; and
f)

protocols to initiate create and approve advertising, which is promoted via social media.

Implication:
The policy may not be current, and may not consider key/emerging threats and opportunities of social media.
Requirements and/or expectations on the use of social media may not be clear and/or well-understood, which
could lead to inconsistent and/or ineffective usage of social media platforms, accounts and content. Insufficient
and/or ineffective oversight over social media, inconsistencies with the organization’s mission, vision, and its
beliefs, security and/or legal concerns would ultimately reflect negatively on the organization’s reputation and
security of information.
Possible root cause:
Management informally discussed and reviewed the policy. Awareness mechanisms/training do not incorporate
social media content retention bylaws and applicable legal requirements/considerations.
Recommendation:
Management should develop/update and implement a formal set of procedures which are on an review cycle to
address the following:
●

social media emergency plan/incident response process;

●

content management and archiving procedures/requirements in accordance with the social media content
retention bylaws;

●

procedure for creating and deleting social media accounts;
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●

procedure for reviewing/maintaining list of social media accounts (such as date of approval, purpose and
social media owner(s)) and passwords;

●

procedure to address programmatic content management configuration controls such as access, authority,
business case, cost benefit, monitoring/tracking or performance management responsibilities;

●

guideline when fake/duplicate social media account is identified; and

●

protocols to initiate create and approve advertising, which is promoted via social media.

As discussed in Consideration for Improvement #1, developing/expanding the use of social media or number of
accounts would require consultation with relevant parties involved in social media (i.e. legal department,
compliance officer [or similar as applicable], HR or other related department).
When updating existing policies/procedures, management should perform a review in order to identify current
sections which are either outdated or in need of enhancement. Policies and procedures should be
updated/developed at the next interval/cycle. Legal advice relating to applicable laws, legal risks, and
requirements should be sought in order to determine what impact this will have on social media for the
organization and to develop clear procedures for retention and archiving of social media information.
Implementation should include social media-specific training and information assessment targeted at both
general awareness and certain pervasive social media risks.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan: Management agrees with the
observation and will draft a formal set of procedures to
be reviewed on an annual basis addressing the
recommendations.
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2. Enhance formal oversight controls over SM policies / procedures
and governance (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

High

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Significant
Likely

Observation:
A centrally managed/controlled SM reporting tool (Hootsuite) is used for monitoring four of ten active City social
media accounts. Not all accounts are under the responsibility of the Communications department. We noted that
there is no analysis or report generated from Hootsuite nor other formalized compliance oversight controls to
identify potential incidents, duplicate social media accounts, monitor completeness of approved posts or trends,
archiving procedures, appropriateness of paid advertising, that may inform current and future plans/strategies.
The Social Media Strategy speaks about the four objectives which broadly focuses on oversight controls/
monitoring of social media activities including:
●

consolidation of followers under few account;

●

entertaining requests for satellite pages;

●

managing and monitoring content resources; and

●

measuring and monitoring use of social media sites.

The activity logs within social media (for centrally managed accounts) provides history of what activity was
performed by the individual with assigned access. However, a formal periodic monitoring/spot check process to
review posts/content from a selection of activities and to monitor compliance with the above mentioned four
objectives or policy or procedure compliance (refer also to finding #1 above) is not implemented.
Implication:
Key mechanisms to monitor usage, attainment of goals/objectives, track complaints and timeliness of response
may not be tracked consistently across all SM accounts (centrally managed and not). Measurement of and
compliance with the stated objectives, SM policies / procedures is not verifiable independently. Detection of
inappropriate content/posts, paid advertising, and other SM policy / procedures requirements, may not be
resolved in a timely manner or actions required/taken mitigate reputational risk may not be approved or in
compliance with guidelines.
Possible root cause:
No customized system generated reporting, requiring manual efforts to compile/log activities. Instances of
non-compliance are not detected/monitored. Monitoring requires daily activity logs or system reports, which are
not available or require manual effort to prepare.
Recommendation:
A complete listing of activity/posts managed/prepared by the City should be developed and retained for purposes
of a) compliance monitoring and b) managing performance. The City should consider the following process
elements:
1.

track daily activity manually for all scheduled posts by the City on SM plus City's responses as applicable to
posts made by users;
2. retain a central repository of input/approvals (via email) by appropriate City staff for each post
managed/prepared by the City; or
3. explore enhanced (alternatives) activity logging and compliance reporting capabilities from within a central
monitoring tool or specific social media platforms for activity logging and spot checks.
Other alternatives could also be considered with the objective of having a periodic monitoring, or detective,
control whereby the City is able to ascertain that key controls are complied with, posts are accurately and
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completely posted in the right place in a timely manner and account use and privileges are in accordance with
expectations.
Management should consider adopting a coordinated approach to SM usage/activity for centrally managed or
department owned specific accounts. Further, establish procedures to perform spot checks to review
posts/content from a selection of activities. Results from compliance monitoring/QA should be used to
update/deliver meaningful training to staff.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan: Management agrees with the
observation and will put forward a business case to be
considered with the 2020 Operating Budget for a new
hire who would be responsible for the
recommendations to be completed by the end of 2020.
Should this not be approved Management will consider
a reconfiguration of our available resources with
consideration of other competing priorities.
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3. Define and implement strategy evaluation and Performance
reporting processes (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

Medium

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Moderate
Likely

Observation:
In assessing the alignment and execution of strategic initiatives for Social Media, we consider both the plan and
controls over how management measures progress to plan, and required adaptations to support changes to their
strategy execution or direction based on measurable objectives/goals. We noted that metrics and structured
mechanisms to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness and impact of social media have not been formally
established by setting goals/targets and key performance indicators (KPIs). For instance, goals for number of
followers, number of platforms, future uses of social media, etc. are not specified.
Metrics such as social media page views, number of posts (photos/text/videos) updated and respective post likes,
views and engagements, and other relevant highlights regarding social media activities are identified through
individual social media account trend analysis. The results from such trending is compiled and presented in the
Municipal Accomplishment Report; however, periodic analysis of individual accounts is not performed to assess
and evaluate current performance/achievements to take timely/necessary action.
Further, there are no recurring reporting mechanisms of KPIs and achievements against objectives/targets to
departments that use social media support services.
Implications:
Undefined/unmeasurable targets (short- and long-term goals) may lead to misalignment between
decision-making and the strategy
Possible root cause:
Metrics including targets and KPIs have not been defined to monitor and evaluate performance. Assessment of
performance and activity on a periodic basis through trend analysis is not a requirement.
Recommendation:
To demonstrate the effectiveness and impact of its social media efforts and to help direct budgeting and
resourcing efforts, management should formally establish appropriate targets as well as means to measure
success for reporting purposes. This would inform current and future plans/strategies in terms of strengths and
weaknesses. Periodic analysis of individual accounts should be conducted (at least on a semi annual basis) to
assess and evaluate current performance/achievements and take timely action to enhance social media activity, if
needed, to meet the strategic objectives. Management should collect aggregated information/results about
individual accounts performance to have a consolidated view, identify trends and issues, and assess whether the
SM strategy components are having the desired impact or may be enhanced / reconsidered.
Targets and KPIs should be included in the social media strategy and formally documented. Based on good
practices, objectives set should be SMART. Management should have a periodic and formal review of its social
media strategy and objectives, which considers measures from prior year to reassess and re-prioritize upcoming
year’s resources, plans and strategies.
Analytics (retweets, clicks, etc.) are available in Hootsuite. Management should consider exploring analytics and
reporting functionalities within Hootsuite to monitor social media accounts in one dashboard, acquire insights
into social media activities and periodically measure their value in achieving strategic goals. Refer to
Consideration for Improvement #2 for additional insights.
In addition, Hootsuite Impact makes it easier for organizations to determine the return on investment in organic
and paid social media. An executive dashboard shows how social media channels and campaigns are driving
conversations in customized dashboards with graphs, tables, and KPI summaries. Social data may be used to
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optimize organic and paid strategies, get real-time strategy insights, and even benchmark the performance of
other organizations and agencies on social.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan: Management agrees with the
observation’s potential for improvement and will put
forward a business case to be considered with the 2020
Operating Budget for a new hire who would be
responsible for the performance focused
recommendations to be completed by the end of 2020.
Should this not be approved Management will consider
a reconfiguration of our available resources with
consideration of other competing priorities.
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4. Develop standard forms/templates for new account creation
requests (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

Low

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Low
Likely

Observation:
Although a written request for the creation of a social media account is submitted by the requesting department to
Corporate Communications for approval in the form of a business case, there is no set template and each
department submits the account opening request in their own respective format. As per management, often there
is a back and forth for revision of the business case. In addition, analysis/review of new account requests in a
formal/documented manner (i.e. in a form of checklist) is not performed to drive alignment with the social media
strategy/goals.
Implication:
Inconsistent/irrelevant/incomplete information may be received which can lead to inefficiencies in the process
and ineffective/inappropriate decision making.
Possible root cause:
A defined procedure for requesting new social media account does not exist.
Recommendation:
A set template/format for business case submission for account opening should be developed and posted on City
intranet. Approval requirements should be clearly defined and communicated to requesting departments.
Alternatively, a checklist could be developed where the requesting department is required to complete the
information needed to assess cost/benefit and alignment to social media strategy and related policies and
procedures.
Access management processes (including password controls) and other accountabilities for content management
or incident response should be documented and communicated as part of the instructions on the request
form/checklist.
The form/checklist should be designed to support that requests provide well thorough business cases and plans
while ensuring that the controls over authorizing and containing the number of accounts and presencance
mechanisms remain meaningful and manageable.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan: Management agrees with the
observation and will prepare a procedure to accomplish
the recommendations.
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5. Improve controls over Access Management (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

High

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Significant
Likely

Observation:
Given the social media, accounts (as described in Appendix B) are managed by external parties and access is
available from external networks, the current City Acceptable Use Policy does not apply. For example, the current
City Acceptable Use Policy on passwords do not cover to personal accounts.
The three observations related to social media access management are as follows:
a) Shared/Generic Log In: The login information information/passwords to Hootsuite and individual
City-managed social media accounts are shared between four staff from the Communications Department.
b) Password Management and Storage: Network drive access where passwords are stored is updated when
a staff member leaves; passwords are required to be changed when someone leaves and a shared ID is used.
However, a tracking process to manage updates to passwords (date of change and person who made the
change) and roles/individuals with whom passwords have been shared is not in place.
c) Use of Personal Accounts to authenticate access: Those authorized employees assigned by the
administrator, automatically have the ability to manage City page and place posts by logging on from their
personal social media account. This is a limitation of Facebook only.
Implication:
Passwords are mismanaged or compromised leading to disruption in service or potential damage to reputation.
Possible root cause:
Only four employees have assigned access. Staff with assigned access have not changed/left department/
organization since the social media program started.
Recommendation:
Management should establish the following:
a) Inform Corporate Leadership Team (CLT) and document risks on department risk register and re-assess the
risk annually until such time that an alternate solution with the social media platform providers is identified.
b) Tracking process to document details related to passwords update (date of change and person making the
change) and roles/individuals with whom passwords have been shared. In addition, guidelines which provide
a standard relating to the use of complexity rules for passwords should be established.
c) Employees should be strongly encouraged not to share their passwords for City social media accounts or
personal Facebook accounts, and provide a written acknowledgment or disclosure of a password breach. Such
protocols should include: What happens if the person running the account leaves the organization, and
whether employees are allowed, expected, or encouraged to use their personal social media accounts and
technology (e.g. smartphones) for business purposes.
Management Action Plan
Action Plan: Management agrees with the
observation and will develop a more secure password
process for access control. As well, a written guideline
will be provided to employees who are granted
password access that outlines best practices related to
use of personal equipment to conduct city business. In
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the interim, management will prepare a procedure to
accomplish the recommendations.
6. Document key content management procedures /checklists and
review/update key account level roles/responsibilities. (Design
Effectiveness)
Impact:

Low

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Low
Likely

Observation:
As per the Social Media Policy, the Senior Manager Communication and Communications Officer generates,
monitors, updates, edits, responds to and/or removes content within corporate social media sites to ensure
accuracy and adherence to this policy, or may assign a designate for any or all of the noted functions as needed.
Currently the role for preparer, reviewer and approver of content/posts is segregated, however, such protocol is
not defined (in a procedural document) at account level or on basis of severity of the post.
Communications staff are responsible to address comments on posts/incoming messages for the accounts in
charge but the responses provided are based on verbal discussions/implied approvals amongst the
communications SM team.
Content management process flow/diagram is not documented for key social media activities, its dependencies on
departments or required controls (IT and Business Process). Currently, the process is designed to be fluid and
escalation of issues relies on judgement/experience of individuals reviewing/receiving information through the
media; however, incidents are not defined; no formal criteria/severity levels exist to guide the appropriate level of
action (parameters such as: timing, content, sharing/release, etc.) for escalating incidents; and written approval is
not a requirement for responding to inappropriate posts/comments.
Since internal City departments rely on Corporate Communications for managing incidents on social media, it is
not clear whether the terms of use/service level statements available to followers also apply to internal staff. For
example, a specific protocols for timely identification of an inaccurate/inappropriate content and the expected
timeline for responding or the frequency of monitoring activities may not be clear to departments impacted.
Implication:
Requirements or responsibilities may not be known or understood by those involved in the process. Moderation
of comments posted by users are not consistent or appropriate.
Possible root cause:
Media release and other scheduled announcements on social media have multiple input mechanisms to attain
agreement to the key messaging and this process relies on a number of preventative system blocks and content
filters in place already.
Recommendation:
Management should develop and/or update a formal set of procedures to address the following:
●

Key content management procedures/checklists. Although the use of professional judgement may be
expected, management should consider including guidance (i.e. management-approved response matrix or
decision tree) around when/how to connect with or “follow” another person or organization and when/how to
respond to comments from employees based on an assessment of the sentiment/message of what they are
posting. Procedures should include response for abuse and escalation points. May assigned moderators be
uncertain on how to respond, clear reporting lines should be defined. Refer to Appendix C for an example of
response protocol/decision tree.

●

Key account level roles/responsibilities in terms of preparer and independent approver at account level or on
basis of severity/nature of the post.
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●

Terms of use for social media should be expanded to provide clear expectations for internal department
reliance how social media incidents are managed centrally. For example, clear internal terms of use/service
level standards should be defined.

●

Further, responses provided by the communications staff should be made after written approvals specifically
for responses to incidents/negative comments/messages.

Management Action Plan
Action Plan: Management agrees with the
observation but believes for this to be an effective
on-going procedure it would require a dedicated
on-going resource to oversee it. We will put forward a
business case to be considered with the 2020 Operating
Budget for a new hire who would be responsible for the
recommendations to be completed by the end of 2020.
In the interim, management will prepare a procedure to
accomplish the recommendations.
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Considerations for improvement
1. Cost benefit of managing social media accounts in a semi-centralized environment
Observation:
In order to maintain consistency with customer service standards, the City has chosen to apply a centralized
operating model for their social media strategy; however, when scenarios which give rise to a change to this
strategy or there is a need to scale the program, there may be several leading practices which the City could be
applying. For instance, to respond to rapid changes in social media usage, the City may benefit from adopting a
digital-first mindset for faster and better service delivery. The City may adopt a digital-first mindset by placing
emphasis / prioritizing initiatives that focus on digital mediums form receiving or providing information to
customers/residents.
Although the City has recognized the risks of social media, the key elements of a mature framework should be
continuously reviewed to ensure:
●

formal training is available and attendance monitored;

●

processes and policies are defined, documented, monitored and reviewed regularly;

●

systems are in place to manage social media and interactions are reviewed and tracked;

●

a comprehensive incident management and escalation process is defined and is regularly tested;

●

reporting is aligned to business strategy; and

●

accountability and ownership is clearly defined.

Based on a review of some other municipalities and organizations, there are three common approaches to
managing social media channels:
1.

A centralized approach is one in which one group or person has administrative authority and content is
created by or in collaboration with staff from various programs.

2. A decentralized approach is one in which content is created and managed by more than one person or body.
In a decentralized model, front-line staff members create their own content.
3. A third approach, called hub-and-spoke, is one in which a small cross-functional core (hub) coordinates from
a central position but execution is up to individuals, divisions, business units or teams.
Our research suggests that of Ontario’s 444 municipalities, nearly half (49%) use a centralized approach; just
under a third use a decentralized approach (28%); and the rest (23%) use a “mix of a central account, plus a
handful of distinct accounts for specialized areas of departments” (i.e. hub-and-spoke).
There are other social media management and tracking tools on the market like Hootsuite. The City should choose
a tool that will meet their current needs and can scale as the use of social media grows.
Considerations:
The City may wish to consider creating a separate Social Media Strategy document, as the current strategy is
embedded into a Council Report, to provide potential departments requesting support with a clear strategy
document. The City may wish to perform cost benefit analysis to assess effectiveness of decentralized model. Such
assessment should consider time/costs associated with new processes or updated controls, for example:
a.

Assess the time commitment per person (how much more) for a centralized model and a decentralized one.

b. Implications to the central function and role for performing policy compliance monitoring and quality
assurance
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Transition of some access management roles to IT.

d. Centralized monitoring via a paid Hootsuite subscription (and a review of such subscription based service
agreement by IT).
e.

Documenting procedures on usage of social media for advertising, spending controls for advertising, job
postings, complaints management, etc.

f.

Workshops and/or surveys should be conducted for employees to voice their opinions or concerns relating to
social media activities within the City.

g.

Conducting a feedback survey with communities connected by social media.

h. Developing QA checklist aimed at compliance and evaluation of timely response or release of information.
i.

Revising the department risk register to include social media risks and mitigations.

j.

Consider updated/new archiving solutions for retaining social media records in order to comply with
retention requirements.

k. Update and review roles and responsibilities depending on the operating model for key roles such as:
i.

strategy and training

ii.

deciding on new platforms;

iii.

managing corporate/flagship account;

iv.

creating content (Messaging, photos, etc.);

v.

maintaining and managing channel (e.g. scheduling messages, monitoring, responding); and

vi.

setting up new platforms.

2. Proactive social media messaging linked to City's visions/key objectives
Observation:
We observed that currently approximately 9,000 users follow the City of Windsor Facebook page compared to the
217,000 total population of Windsor. A best practice that calls for no more than five posts per day is used. Reach
(appearing on news feed) may vary from the number of followers on a particular platform.
Considerations:
Increased awareness or reach may be attained if management:
a.

conducted sentiment analysis as strategy/mechanism to analyze content and assess quality of content/explore
opportunities. It acts like an analytics tool that involves checking how many negative and positive keywords
are present in a chunk of conversation.

b. established a budget to boost each post for it to reach the news feed of a follower.
c.

expanded the daily threshold for posts/announcements via social media.

In addition, the social media platform may be used to promote/shape the public’s perception about the City and
create a positive impact.
In terms of return on investment strategies, digital projects should be measured periodically by i) tracking the
City’s program metrics; and ii) cost-savings, channel efficiency, and brand impact. Metrics such as
click-through-rates, Facebook video views, and engagement rates help optimize social media. A performance
dashboard can be created that tracks operational efficiencies and cost-savings. If data is available, content or posts
by followers can also be categorized and monitored into three categories, positive, negative or neutral
comments/posts.
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3. Use of social media platforms for content generation
Observation:
We observed consistent use of social media for promoting paid City services like Adventure Bay and the Chimczuk
Museum. However, consistent use of some paid promotion has not been encouraged/required for all social media
platforms/accounts.
Considerations:
The City should document in the form of audience analysis/matrix their selection of the platforms their audience
is most likely to use and target specific message types for each platform.
Where revenue generation is involved management should consider:
a.

focusing on growing existing YouTube and Instagram presence over key services City Provides.

b. enhancing awareness for services provided by the communications department available to other City
departments/ABCs
c.

focusing on building Instagram communities and leverage user generated content as one potential avenue for
content with sufficient and appropriate controls and measures over the content review and approval.
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Appendix A: Overview of Social
Media Framework
PwC’s Social Media Framework considers the following domains:
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Appendix B: Social Media Platforms
Per management, the following pertinent details are relevant to the ten active social media platforms:
Platform

Name

Accessed
by

Purpose

Date
Created

Administrator

1

*Facebook

City of
Windsor

✓ Shared
login ID

Education and conversation regarding City
of Windsor services and initiatives.

2012

Corporate
Communications officer

2

*Facebook

Elections
Windsor

✓Shared
login ID

Education and conversation regarding
municipal elections.

2013

Corporate
Communications officer

3

Facebook

Adventure
Bay Family
Water Park

Shared
login ID

Promotion and conversation regarding water
park services.

2013

Assistant Manager
Adventure Bay

4

Facebook

Museum
Windsor

Shared
login ID

Promotion and conversation regarding
museum services.

2016

Museum Curator

5

Flickr

City of
Windsor

✓Shared
login ID

Photo collection and sharing

2012

Corporate
Communications officer

6

Instagram

City of
Windsor

✓Shared
login ID

Community engagement for select City
events or programs

2017

Corporate
Communications officer

7

*Twitter

City of
Windsor

✓Shared
login ID

Education and conversation regarding City
of Windsor services and initiatives.

2012

Corporate
Communications officer

8

*Twitter

Elections
Windsor

✓Shared
login ID

Education and conversation regarding
municipal elections.

2013

Corporate
Communications officer

9

Twitter

Adventure
Bay Family
Water Park

Shared
login ID

Promotion and conversation regarding water
park services.

2013

Assistant Manager
Adventure Bay

City of
✓Shared Education through videos regarding City of
Corporate
2012
Windsor
login ID
Windsor services and initiatives.
Communications officer
* monitored using Hootsuite (accessible by shared log in)
✓ Passwords for these social media platforms are stored on a shared network drive with restricted access
10

YouTube
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Appendix C: Example Response Protocol
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Appendix D: Basis of findings rating and
report classification
Findings rating matrix
Audit Findings
Rating
Likelihood

Impact
Low

Medium

High

Highly Likely

Moderate

Significant

Significant

Likely

Low

Moderate

Significant

Unlikely

Low

Low

Moderate

Likelihood consideration
Rating
Highly Likely

Likely

Unlikely

Description
· History of regular occurrence of the event.
· The event is expected to occur in most circumstances.
· History of occasional occurrence of the event.
· The event could occur at some time.
· History of no or seldom occurrence of the event.
· The event may occur only in exceptional circumstances.
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Impact consideration
Rating

Basis

Description

HIGH

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to exceed $250,000 in terms of direct loss or opportunity cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Significant control weaknesses, which would lead to financial or fraud loss.

3

An issue that requires a significant amount of senior management/Board
effort to manage such as:
· Failure to meet key strategic objectives/major impact on strategy and objectives.
· Loss of ability to sustain ongoing operations:
- Loss of key competitive advantage/opportunity
- Loss of supply of key process inputs
· A major reputational sensitivity e.g., Market share, earnings per share, credibility
with stakeholders and brand name/reputation building.
Legal/Regulatory
Large scale action, major breach of legislation with very significant financial or
reputational consequences.
MEDIUM

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to be between $75,000 to $250,000 in terms of direct loss or
opportunity cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Control weaknesses, which could result in potential loss resulting from inefficiencies,
wastage, and cumbersome workflow procedures.
An issue that requires some amount of senior management/Board effort
to manage such as:
· No material or moderate impact on strategy and objectives.
· Disruption to normal operation with a limited effect on achievement of corporate
strategy and objectives
· Moderate reputational sensitivity.
Legal/Regulatory
Regulatory breach with material financial consequences including fines.

LOW

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to be less than $75,000 in terms of direct loss or opportunity
cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Control weaknesses, which could result in potential insignificant loss resulting from
workflow and operational inefficiencies.
An issue that requires no or minimal amount of senior
management/Board effort to manage such as:
· Minimal impact on strategy
· Disruption to normal operations with no effect on achievement of corporate strategy
and objectives
· Minimal reputational sensitivity.
Legal/Regulatory
Regulatory breach with minimal consequences.

3

Dollar value amounts are agreed with the client prior to execution of fieldwork.
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Audit report classification
Report
Classification

The internal audit identified one or more of the following:

●
●

Cause for
considerable
concern

●
●
●

●

Cause for
concern

●
●
●

●
●

No major
concerns noted

●
●

No or limited
scope for
improvement

●
●
●

Significant control design improvements identified to ensure that risk of material loss is
minimized and functional objectives are met.
An unacceptable number of controls (including a selection of both significant and
minor) identified as not operating for which sufficient mitigating back-up controls could
not be identified.
Material losses have occurred as a result of control environment deficiencies.
Instances of fraud or significant contravention of corporate policy detected.
No action taken on previous significant audit findings to resolve the item on a timely
basis.
Control design improvements identified to ensure that risk of material loss is minimized
and functional objectives are met.
A number of significant controls identified as not operating for which sufficient
mitigating backup controls could not be identified.
Losses have occurred as a result of control environment deficiencies.
Little action taken on previous significant audit findings to resolve the item on a timely
basis.
Control design improvements identified, however, the risk of loss is immaterial.
Isolated or “one-off” significant controls identified as not operating for which sufficient
mitigating back-up controls could not be identified.
Numerous instances of minor controls not operating for which sufficient mitigating
back-up controls could not be identified.
Some previous significant audit action items have not been resolved on a timely basis.
No control design improvements identified.
Only minor instances of controls identified as not operating which have mitigating
back-up controls, or the risk of loss is immaterial.
All previous significant audit action items have been closed.
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Appendix E: Limitations and
responsibilities
Limitations inherent to the Internal Auditor’s work
Internal control
Internal control systems, no matter how well designed and operated, are affected by inherent limitations. These
include the possibility of poor judgment in decision-making, human error, control processes being deliberately
circumvented by employees and others, management overriding controls and the occurrence of unforeseeable
circumstances.

Future periods
Our assessment of controls is for the period specified only. Historic evaluation of effectiveness is not relevant to
future periods due to the risk that:
●

the design of controls may become inadequate because of changes in operating environment, law, regulation or
other; or

●

the degree of compliance with policies and procedures may deteriorate.

Responsibilities of management and Internal Auditors
It is management’s responsibility to develop and maintain sound systems of risk management, internal control and
governance and for the prevention and detection of irregularities and fraud. Internal audit work should not be seen
as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the design and operation of these systems.
We endeavour to plan our work so that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses
and, if detected, we shall carry out additional work directed towards identification of consequent fraud or other
irregularities. However, internal audit procedures alone, even when carried out with due professional care, do not
guarantee that fraud will be detected.
Accordingly, our examinations as internal auditors should not be relied upon solely to disclose fraud, defalcations or
other irregularities which may exist.
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This document has been prepared only for The Corporation of the City of Windsor and solely for the purpose and on the terms agreed with The
Corporation of the City of Windsor in our agreement dated June 9, 2016. We accept no liability (including for negligence) to anyone else in
connection with this document, and it may not be provided to anyone else.
This report is confidential. The report is intended solely for use by the management of the Corporation of the City of Windsor, and is not intended
or authorized for any other use or party. If any unauthorized party obtains this report, such party agrees that any use of the report, in whole or in
part, is their sole responsibility and at their sole and exclusive risk; that they may not rely on the report; that they do not acquire any rights as a
result of such access and that PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP does not assume any duty, obligation, responsibility or liability to them.
© 2019 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, "PwC" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (an Ontario limited
liability partnership), which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal
entity.
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For information
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Limitations & Responsibilities
This Report was developed in accordance with our engagement letter dated June 2016 and is
subject to the terms and conditions included therein. Our work was limited to the specific
procedures and analysis described herein and was based only on the information made available
at the time we prepared the report. Accordingly, changes in circumstances after the date of this
Report could affect the findings outlined herein. We are providing no opinion, attestation or
other form of assurance with respect to our work and we did not verify or audit any information
provided to us. This information has been prepared solely for the use and benefit of and
pursuant to a client relationship exclusively with the Corporation of the City of Windsor.
PwC disclaims any responsibility to others based on its use and accordingly this information
may not be relied upon by anyone other than the Corporation of the City of Windsor.
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Internal audit context
Background information
The Pursuit of Grant Funding is part of the risk-based 2018-2019 City of Windsor Internal Audit Risk Assessment
and Plan approved by the Executive Committee of Council on June 4, 2018.
The City’s capital grant function was introduced in 2017, is led by the Senior Manager of Asset Planning (SMAP) and
provides centralized oversight, consistent/standardized processes and capital project management services
experience. Three asset coordinators report to the senior manager, of which one asset coordinator is permanent
whereas the other two are temporary/interim roles. Each asset coordinator has been assigned with respective
operating areas/department with alignment to asset/capital management knowledge/experience.
On a routine basis, the asset coordinators review various sources for identification of federal and provincial grant
opportunities, including review of Public Sector Digest (PSD) website which pulls information from the Municipal
Grant Inventory Service (MGIS) database, various other newsletters and Ministry distribution list (to which
management has subscribed) and other non-government sources. For certain grants, asset coordinators receive
emails directly from the grant providers notifying the City about the latest and upcoming grant opportunities. Staff
within the corporation may notify the asset coordinators through the central email inbox of any grants, or related
information, which they become aware of.
The City has adopted a practice to deploy a single point of contact (asset coordinator) who represents the City’s
interests and establishes a rapport with the grant provider as well as senior City leadership. The asset coordinator
controls and leads negotiations with the grant provider during key phases of the grant submission and contract
execution process. The asset coordinators record the grant information within an internal web application which
was launched in May 2018. Some key fields that are updated within the grant site include: grant name, provider,
project name, status and applicable cost information.
The charts below depict grant opportunities by department and by type i.e. grants from federal, provincial and other
sources. The information to prepare the below charts was extracted from the grant site and pertains to the period
September 2017 to November 2018. The majority of capital grant funding pursued had originated from provincial
sources/government. The highest volume and value of grants are pursued for Public Works/Operations.
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Scope & Objectives
The scope of this internal audit included an assessment of the controls in effect (designed and implemented) over
the City of Windsor’s (“CoW”)’ pursuit of grant funding as of September 30, 2018.
The overall purpose of this internal audit was to provide a current state assessment of the design effectiveness of
controls management has implemented to achieve the following objectives related to pursuit of grant funding review
managed by the City:
1.

Pursuit of Grant Funding: Management periodically reviews/evaluates progress during grant application
process to assess if decisions are carried out in accordance with a defined/approved policies and has
implemented an independent/multiple level review/assessment of submission parameters or eligibility criteria.

2. Grant Funding Identification & Oversight: Defined procedures, resources and tools are available to
identify, write, approve and support new grants opportunities which enable standardized/structured processes.
3. Grant Preparation & Submission: Completeness and accuracy of grant documentation/file management to
enable a continuous review of outcomes and lessons learned from each grant opportunity considered.

Scope exclusions
Given the nature of the work, risk considerations and budgeted effort, the following elements are explicitly excluded
from the scope of the internal audit:
●

The design, implementation and operation of the Information and Technology (IT) environment and IT general
controls, end user computing controls, IT application controls, data integrity of reports used in IT dependent
manual controls.

●

Execution of grant agreements, monitoring of compliance against grant terms, conditions, submission/review of
claims, accounts receivables, managing changes to grant agreements, delegation of authority processes.

●

Agency, Board & Commissions (ABC) Grant Funding/or support for ABC in joint grant applications.

●

Social Services and Housing Funding.

●

Recreation Operational Grants.

●

Grants distributed by the City to individuals/organizations (in accordance with Grant Distribution and
Fee Waiver Policy).
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Summary of Internal Audit results
Report classification
During the course of the internal audit, specific controls were identified which generally address the control
objectives of the internal audit; however, there are some controls which may be improved around enhancement of
status tracking, monitoring grant process performance and delivery approach. In addition, resources to sustain the
centralized model should be continuously be assessed and the benefits of the current centralized process should be
formally defined/documented in resources requests.
A detailed process narrative document has been established along with a process flowchart which defines the roles
and responsibilities and defines the steps involved for the grant process. The SMAP performs reviews and updates
the documented and structured process as needed to ensure various levels of review at each stage during the grant
pursuit life-cycle. The following areas fall outside of the central grant pursuit process:
●

Boards that manage their own grants (Police, Airport, Library); and

●

Operational grant process in place for several years (Recreation, Social Services, including Social Housing).

The City has a process for multiple reviews of the grant application/submission starting from the point a grant
opportunity is identified. The asset coordinator may acquire internal legal counsel feedback based on a preliminary
legal review of the initial application and terms/guidelines of grant to provide commentary on obligations and
terminology. There is coordination with operational departments/project leads to obtain and complete technical
requirements of the application prior to the final review of grant application.
A database is maintained to track/log each grant opportunity considered or pursued, track progress and to review
timelines associated with projects. This information assists the asset coordinators in communicating with project
leads before deadlines and to follow up on project progress.
Prior to sign-off and submission of a grant application, the asset coordinator requests key stakeholders to review the
application. A review of the completed grant application is performed by asset coordinators, senior manager asset
planning, project lead, finance lead and legal.
Council has granted authority under the Delegation of Authority to the CAO for executing the grant
submission/agreement. In addition, on a grant by grant basis, Council grants specific authority, that is not delegated
already to the CAO, to pursue the submission/proposal and directs/authorizes management to provide the necessary
financial/technical/legal support required. The review and approval of each submission is as directed, authorized or
delegated, which enables the grant function to respond to deadlines as required delegations are obtained in advance
of submission due dates.
On an annual basis, the Asset Planning department conducts a grant process review and lessons learned meeting
with stakeholders who were involved in pursuits of grant process throughout the year. The aim of this meeting is to
highlight areas of improvement, discuss and share lessons learned and if changes are required to existing DOA,
Council Report or other significant Corporate documents. Minutes of these meetings are documented and circulated
to the attendees. Management on an ad-hoc basis participates in budget consultations held by the Ministry of
Finance, Municipal grant program fund administrators, or specific forums to gather, analyze and report
themes/trends to help continuously improve interactions between key parties.
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Based on the controls identified and assessed for design as part of the internal audit of the Pursuit of Grant Funding,
we have determined that there is reasonable evidence to indicate that:
No or limited
scope
improvement

No major
concerns
noted

Cause for
concern

Cause for
considerable
concern

For the objectives related to Pursuit of Grant Funding
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

For the objectives related to Grant Funding Identification & Oversight
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

For the objectives related to Grant Preparation & Submission
Controls over the process are designed in such a
manner that there are:

Management has provided comprehensive action plans, which we believe will address the deficiencies noted.
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Summary of positive themes
Based on the discussion with management and documentation reviewed, the following positive themes were noted:
Pursuit of Grant Funding
●

The asset coordinators are actively involved with the Capital Budget project team to support the accuracy of the
financial matters section of council reports and provide clarity on the impact to the capital budget once grants
are awarded

●

The asset coordinators determines when it is necessary to escalate any concerns regarding lack of engagement
with the agreement review process and/or meeting the reporting requirements including progress reports and
claim submissions.

●

A documented process and flowchart /decision tree exits to guide staff/stakeholders through the relevant stages
of an application.

Grant Funding Identification & Oversight
●

Public Sector Digest (PSD) is a platform for obtaining grant information from the, Municipal Grant Inventory
Service (MGIS) database which is monitored by the asset coordinators.

●

Various other newsletters and Ministry distribution list are used for identification of latest grants.

●

The Senior Manager Asset Planning and asset coordinators discuss the potential grant opportunities and their
requirements/assessments along with associated efforts for planning in weekly management meetings.

●

An Asset Management Steering Committee meeting is held on a quarterly basis where status of grants and issues
in terms of grant identification/submission are discussed among other topics relating to capital project
planning. These discussions are recorded in meeting minutes. Grant applications ‘at risk’ of being submitted on
time are discussed directly with the appropriate Manager, Executive Director and or CLT member when/if these
occur.

Grant Preparation & Submission
●

Central email account is available for departments to use for grant communication/correspondence, and this
email account is managed/monitored by the asset coordinators. There are multiple asset management team
members which monitor this account enabling continuity and availability of email response and timeliness.

●

Grant submission related material is maintained as central repository via shared drive managed by asset
coordinators which is leveraged for completion of similar pursuit applications.

●

An asset coordinator consults the SMAP and other applicable stakeholders, including department managers and
senior leadership team members, via weekly meetings and email communication. These meetings also enable
the centralized grant function to communicate updates to the functions/boards managing their own grants.

●

Subsequent to the initial screening of the grant document/guideline, the asset coordinator contacts the grant
provider to obtain clarification on the information in the grant guidelines or on the application form as required.
Subsequently, a detailed analysis is performed over the critical components of the grant application by various
parties, ranging from departments leads and corporate leadership to third party consultants and arm’s length
partners.
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Summary of findings
1

Finding
#

Rating

Topic
Significant

Moderate

Management Action Plan
Low

Pursuit of Grant Funding

1

Enhance status
tracking and update
process flow chart
(Design
Effectiveness)

-

-

X

An expanded category for status of a
grant has been completed and
implemented. Flowcharts and process
documents have been updated.
Completed

Grant Funding Identification & Oversight

2

Continue to monitor
resource needs and
benefits of the
centralized grant
function (Design
Effectiveness)

-

X

-

-

-

-

0

1

1

Administration will bring forward a 2019
operational budget issue which speaks to
this matter and requests funding for 2
positions to be able to continue the
centralized grant program.
Q2 - 2019.

Grant Preparation & Submission
No findings noted
Total

Summary of significant findings
No significant finding were identified during the course of our review.

Management comments
Management concurs with the report and both observations. Centralizing this program over the past two years
within the Finance Department has resulted in significant changes and development of processes, practices,
tracking and reporting which were not previously in place. Continuing to enhance the program to improve
efficiency and tracking to allow the City to optimize our grant opportunities continues to be our goal and the
suggested observations from PwC are welcomed. As is noted below, the first recommendation has been fully
actioned and implemented, and management has taken appropriate steps to address the second recommendation
in conjunction with the City’s 2019 budget deliberations.
Name:

Melissa Osborne

Title:

Senior Manager Asset Planning

Date:

December 18, 2018

1 See Appendix A for Basis of Finding Rating and Report Classification
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Detailed observations
1. Enhance status tracking and update process flow chart (Design
Effectiveness)
Impact:

Low

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Low
Likely

Observation:
This purpose of the grant site (implemented in June 2018) is to monitor status of ongoing active grants and, to
send reminders to project leads ahead of deadlines to follow up on project progress.
The current status names/categories configured in the Grant Site include Awarded, Denied, Application in
Progress and Grant Complete. However, there may be other fields/attributes worth documenting such as:
a) Other status categories in the workflow described with internal process flows, if added, can enable more
timely and accurate status reporting. Additional categories can also assist in measuring process performance
in terms of timely completion of each stage.
b) Time/days available (i.e. opening date to submission date) to prepare the submission are not tracked (as the
opening date is not captured within the Grant site). Such information can be useful for allocating/assigning
work among the asset coordinators.
c) A field to check once assessment of eligibility is performed to enable a periodic review against a
comprehensive list provided by MGIS (since subscription started in June 2018) to independently
confirm/verify whether consideration is given on all items on the list is not performed.
As per the decision tree for the grant identification process, once a grant funding opportunity is identified,
management considers if the City is eligible to apply for the grant. In addition, if the City is not eligible to apply
for a grant, the grant details should be added to a grant tracking sheet. We observed an instance where staff
identified and logged a subset/filtered list of only those applicable to the City of Windsor. When the City receives
a notification of a grant, one of the asset coordinators logs in to review the grant details (online or verbal review)
and if the City is eligible to apply.
Implication:
Inaccurate or untimely reporting of grant status to leadership due to manual tracking. Actual status and recorded
status may not align. Without a completeness check control, eligible opportunities may not be identified or
eligibility assessment may be incomplete.
Possible root cause:
The purpose of the system is to provide a high level understanding of the grant, however the details remain with
the minutes, application and appropriate DOA or Council Report. If the City of Windsor does not meet that
criteria then there is no further tracking/logging of the grant.
Recommendation:
Management should:
a) Investigate systems update possibilities for adding a field for grant opening date, aging analysis and enhanced
categorization (cancelled, under consideration, ineligible, under review, submitted, complete, on-hold, etc.).
Each stage/status should be explained in the process narrative/ internal decision tree document.
b) Leverage aging information to track progress and processing time management.
c) Enhance documentation of eligibility assessment for purposes of a completeness check mechanism,
performed periodically.
d) Update the process flowchart to reflect the current process for logging grant opportunity details.
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Management Action Plan
Action Plan: An expanded category for status of a
grant has been completed and implemented. Changes
have also been applied to the various grants to reflect
the appropriate status. Date when we were notified of a
grant has also started to be populated as of December 1,
2018. Grants prior to that date are left blank unless the
date was already noted. The process of reviewing grant
opportunities has also been updated in the flowchart
and corresponding documents to reflect that process,
including documentation of the results of the review.
Confirmation of these changes has been provided to
PwC in the form of: updated flowchart; update process
document; screenshot of new grant status options and
updated download of grant file to see the use of the
status as well as date we were made aware of a grant,
noting this started December 1, 2018
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2. Continue to monitor resource needs and benefits of the centralized
grant function (Design Effectiveness)
Impact:

Medium

Likelihood:

Overall Rating:
Moderate
Likely

Observation:
Currently, three asset coordinators assist with grant submission, out of which two are temporary personnel and
are funded through an operational fund. As per management, the budget to fund the temporary staff is almost
exhausted. This may lead to resource constraints and disruption in grant process.
Currently the one full-time asset coordinator is funded through Capital for which capacity is quickly becoming
exhausted for several initiatives that require asset condition assessments, data gathering and or software
implementation knowledge.
One of the temporary positions was for two years and focused on Grant Applications as per the 2017 operating
budget approvals.
There continues to be significant work on grants requiring full-time resources to manage the applications in a
structured, consistent and timely manner.
Implication:
Resources to perform eligibility assessment, manage centralized email account and database, identify and report
opportunities, prepare and submit grants and the correspondence with providers may not be available/sustained
leading to potential inconsistencies in a decentralized process or potential loss/delay of funding.
Possible root cause:
Those involved in identifying opportunities, assessing eligibility, standardizing and centralizing the preparation
and submission process have past experience/knowledge. Management’s focus is toward maintaining a
centralized function for purposes of having clear roles, consistency and attain value for the city with more pursuits
following the structured process.
Recommendation:
Management should continue to take necessary actions and request budget approvals (for 2019) to fund the two
temporary staff or make efforts to obtain approvals for converting their temporary role into permanent.
Alternative plans and impacts assessments should be prepared in advance in the circumstance the budget request
is denied (the impact of now having resources focused on these grants should be part of the inputs to the budget
request).
Management Action Plan
Action Plan: Administration will bring forward a
2019 operational budget issue which speaks to this
matter and requests funding for two positions to be
able to continue the centralized grant program.
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Considerations for improvement
1. Continue to perform lessons learned meetings and define protocols for collating inputs from
available internal/external sources of feedback
Observation:
During the annual process review meeting staff provide/obtain input or consultation concerning the processes
associated with the grants awarded, with other organizations, municipalities and grant providers in an effort to
improve processes and efficiencies.
An annual process meeting is facilitated by asset coordinators with those involved in grant process over the prior
year. In this meeting, recommended improvements and lessons learned are discussed. Further, revisions or
changes are identified, where applicable, to existing Delegation of Authority, Council Report or other significant
Corporate documents, frameworks and processes.
It was noted that a mechanism to follow-up on such improvement ideas and lessons learned is not
defined/documented.
Considerations:
Management should establish procedures for intended actions, defined as part of lessons learned meetings and
track the progress accordingly.
Management should consider the cost/benefits of extending invitations to the annual process review meeting to
management and staff involved over the past years or significantly impacted by the grants.
Pre-lessons learned meetings could be held between the asset coordinators through which potential common
themes maybe identified and shared centrally or operational grant participants. This may help in identifying
process updates and can be communicated formally to department representatives during the annual process
meeting.
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Appendix A: Basis of findings rating and
report classification
Findings rating matrix
Audit Findings
Rating
Likelihood

Impact
Low

Medium

High

Highly Likely

Moderate

Significant

Significant

Likely

Low

Moderate

Significant

Unlikely

Low

Low

Moderate

Likelihood consideration
Rating

Description

Highly Likely

· History of regular occurrence of the event.
· The event is expected to occur in most circumstances.

Likely

· History of occasional occurrence of the event.
· The event could occur at some time.

Unlikely

· History of no or seldom occurrence of the event.
· The event may occur only in exceptional circumstances.

Impact consideration
Rating
HIGH

Basis

Description
2

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to exceed $250,000 in terms of direct loss or opportunity cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Significant control weaknesses, which would lead to financial or fraud loss.
An issue that requires a significant amount of senior management/Board
effort to manage such as:
· Failure to meet key strategic objectives/major impact on strategy and objectives.
· Loss of ability to sustain ongoing operations:
- Loss of key competitive advantage/opportunity
- Loss of supply of key process inputs
· A major reputational sensitivity e.g., Market share, earnings per share, credibility
with stakeholders and brand name/reputation building.
Legal/Regulatory
Large scale action, major breach of legislation with very significant financial or
reputational consequences.

2

Dollar value amounts are agreed with the client prior to execution of fieldwork.
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Rating

Basis

Description

MEDIUM

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to be between $75,000 to $250,000 in terms of direct loss or
opportunity cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Control weaknesses, which could result in potential loss resulting from inefficiencies,
wastage, and cumbersome workflow procedures.
An issue that requires some amount of senior management/Board effort
to manage such as:
· No material or moderate impact on strategy and objectives.
· Disruption to normal operation with a limited effect on achievement of corporate
strategy and objectives
· Moderate reputational sensitivity.
Legal/Regulatory
Regulatory breach with material financial consequences including fines.

LOW

Dollar Value

Financial impact likely to be less than $75,000 in terms of direct loss or opportunity
cost.

Judgemental
Assessment

Internal Control
Control weaknesses, which could result in potential insignificant loss resulting from
workflow and operational inefficiencies.
An issue that requires no or minimal amount of senior
management/Board effort to manage such as:
· Minimal impact on strategy
· Disruption to normal operations with no effect on achievement of corporate strategy
and objectives
· Minimal reputational sensitivity.
Legal/Regulatory
Regulatory breach with minimal consequences.
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Audit report classification
Report
Classification

The internal audit identified one or more of the following:

●
●

Cause for
considerable
concern

●
●
●

●

Cause for
concern

●
●
●

●
●

No major
concerns noted

●
●

No or limited
scope for
improvement

●
●
●

Significant control design improvements identified to ensure that risk of material loss is
minimized and functional objectives are met.
An unacceptable number of controls (including a selection of both significant and
minor) identified as not operating for which sufficient mitigating back-up controls could
not be identified.
Material losses have occurred as a result of control environment deficiencies.
Instances of fraud or significant contravention of corporate policy detected.
No action taken on previous significant audit findings to resolve the item on a timely
basis.
Control design improvements identified to ensure that risk of material loss is minimized
and functional objectives are met.
A number of significant controls identified as not operating for which sufficient
mitigating backup controls could not be identified.
Losses have occurred as a result of control environment deficiencies.
Little action taken on previous significant audit findings to resolve the item on a timely
basis.
Control design improvements identified, however, the risk of loss is immaterial.
Isolated or “one-off” significant controls identified as not operating for which sufficient
mitigating back-up controls could not be identified.
Numerous instances of minor controls not operating for which sufficient mitigating
back-up controls could not be identified.
Some previous significant audit action items have not been resolved on a timely basis.
No control design improvements identified.
Only minor instances of controls identified as not operating which have mitigating
back-up controls, or the risk of loss is immaterial.
All previous significant audit action items have been closed.
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Appendix B: Limitations and
responsibilities
Limitations inherent to the Internal Auditor’s work
Internal control
Internal control systems, no matter how well designed and operated, are affected by inherent limitations. These
include the possibility of poor judgment in decision-making, human error, control processes being deliberately
circumvented by employees and others, management overriding controls and the occurrence of unforeseeable
circumstances.

Future periods
Our assessment of controls is for the period specified only. Historic evaluation of effectiveness is not relevant to
future periods due to the risk that:
●

the design of controls may become inadequate because of changes in operating environment, law, regulation or
other; or

●

the degree of compliance with policies and procedures may deteriorate.

Responsibilities of management and Internal Auditors
It is management’s responsibility to develop and maintain sound systems of risk management, internal control and
governance and for the prevention and detection of irregularities and fraud. Internal audit work should not be seen
as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the design and operation of these systems.
We endeavour to plan our work so that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses
and, if detected, we shall carry out additional work directed towards identification of consequent fraud or other
irregularities. However, internal audit procedures alone, even when carried out with due professional care, do not
guarantee that fraud will be detected.
Accordingly, our examinations as internal auditors should not be relied upon solely to disclose fraud, defalcations or
other irregularities which may exist.
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This document has been prepared only for The Corporation of the City of Windsor and solely for the purpose and on the terms agreed with The
Corporation of the City of Windsor in our agreement dated June 9, 2016. We accept no liability (including for negligence) to anyone else in
connection with this document, and it may not be provided to anyone else.
This report is confidential. The report is intended solely for use by the management of the Corporation of the City of Windsor, and is not intended
or authorized for any other use or party. If any unauthorized party obtains this report, such party agrees that any use of the report, in whole or in
part, is their sole responsibility and at their sole and exclusive risk; that they may not rely on the report; that they do not acquire any rights as a
result of such access and that PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP does not assume any duty, obligation, responsibility or liability to them.
© 2019 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this document, "PwC" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (an Ontario limited
liability partnership), which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal
entity.
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